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money for furniture that is genuinely beautiful,
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Here is a Sideboard that will enrich your
artistic appreciation. It is as perfect in its proportions as the most captious critic could ask. No
piece of Chippendale's was ever more skilfully

balanced.

The arrangement is ingenious. Notice that
the cabinet doors are hinged on the side and not
on the front, as is customary. This provides a
very wide opening. The centre drawer is lined
for silver. There are two side drawers and three
lower drawers.
There is a 50-inch top. The pillars supporting the shelf are carved in a spiral riband of
foliage. All edges are cross-banded. Carved
claw feet. Solid brass trimmings.
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ECCLESIASTICAL

ITEMS.

By the will of the late Mrs. Julia
Eagan of Bridgeport, Conn., $100 each is
given to St. Mary's Church and St.
Mary's Convent.
The Rev. C. II. Jeannotte, pastor
Dame,
of the French church of Notre
his silcelebrated
Mass.,
Adams,
North
ver Jubilee of ordination Feb. 8.

Rev. Cecil Nobgate, who has been
received recently into the Catholic
Church, was formerly an Anglican curate
at St. John's, Sutton-on-Plym, Eng.
Regis
The RianT Rev. J. Francis
Oanevin, D. D., coadjutor bishop-elect
of Pittsburg, will be consecrated next
Tuesday, Feb. 24, in St. Paul's Cathedral,

Cardinal Satolli celebratedrequiem
Mass in presence of Pope Leo XIII. and
the pontifical Court, Feb. 7, the twentyfifth anniversary of the death of Pope
Pius IX.
The Rev. JamesDougherty, pastor
of St. Monica's Ohurch, New York, has
been appointed permanent rector of St.
Gabriel's Ohurch, as snccessor to Arch-

bishop Farley.

folM-uary 21, IMS.
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By the will of the late Mrs. T. J. Carey
RECENT DEATHS.
7. Those who can not conveniently
of Batavia, N. V., 9300 goes to the
take the principal meal of the day at
Mother Superior of St. Joseph's ConBrother John Kenny, S. J., died at noontime may invert the order, taking
vent of the Sisters of Mercy, for the Georgetown University, Feb. 1, aged the collation in the morning and dinner
needsof worthy poor persons in that city. twenty-seven. He was born in Boston, in the evening.
8. The use of flesh meat and fish at
At the recent mission given hy the and entered the Jesuit novitiate in 1896.
Rev. M. I. Boarman, S. J., and the Rev.
The Rev. Fidelis Kircher, O. F. M., the same meal is not allowed, even on
Thomas C McKeogh, S. J., at the pro- died Feb. 10 at the monastery of St. Sunday.
9. Besides lard, thefat rendered from
cathedral of the Immaculato Conception, Bonaventure, West Paterson, N. J. He
Denver, Col., sixteen converts were re- came from Germany to this country in any kind of meat may be used in preceived.
paring food on any day in Lent. This
1876.
dispensation is extended to the days of
The superior general of the Pallottine
O'Rourke,
The Rev. Andrew
pastor of
Fathers has made a visitation of the St. Finbarr's Church, Brooklyn, N. V., abstinence and the fast days throughout
houses of his order in South America, died Feb. 10, aged forty-seven. He was the year.
10. The following persons are extinding them in a very flourishing condi- born in
Ireland, and has been a priest
tion, lie has now returned to Rome.
from the obligation of fasting:
empted
years.
twenty
all under twenty-one years of age, and
Tiik Rkv. Joseph F. Flanxelly,
Brother Honoratus, tutor in the those of advanced age; the sick; those
pastor of the church of the Sacred Heart, academic department at the Christian
who can not fast without grave injury
Dobbl Ferry, N. V., has been appointed Brothers' College in St. Louis, Mo., died
to their health; women during pregthe
of
St.
Veronica's
pastorate
to
Feb. 4, aged fifty-seven years. He was nancy, or while nursing infants; and all
Church, New York, to succeed the late born in Bohemia.
those who duties are of a very laborious
Rev. Daniel J. McCormick.
Sister Francis Xavier died Feb. 0, at or exhausting nature. Persons thus
Ix the chapel of the Sisters of the Dithe Ursuline Convent in Cleveland, Ohio, exempt from fasting are still bound by
vine Compassion, White Plains, N. V., after nearly fifty years spent in the comthe law of abstinence, except in cases < f
Feb. 4, Sister Mary d' Assisi made her munity. She was formerly Miss Eunice sickness or the like or when dispensed
vows, and Miss JosephineByrne received Dietz of Cleveland.
as above.'
the white veil of the order, together with
11. A custom to be commended is the
Brother John Dipple, S. J., died abstinence from
the name Sister Mary Berchmans.
intoxicating drinks durFeb. 12 at Marquette College, Miling Lent, in honor of the Sacred Thirst
Tiik Rev. Mai-rice M. Hassett,
waukee, Wis. He was connected for fortyour Divine Saviour.
S. T. L., rector of St. Patrick's Pro- seven years with the Jesuitorder, which of
The usual Lenten devotions will
12.
Cathedral, llarrisburg, Perm., has been he entered at the age of twenty.
be provided in the churches of the diooffered a fellowship in ecclesiastical hisSister Blanche McGinnis of the Sisters cese and the faithful should be exhorted
tory by the Catholic University, Washington, D. C, where he received his de- of Charity of St. Vincent dc Paul died to do penance for their sins, to approach
gree, lie will study for a time in Rome at St. Vincent's Seminary, St. Louis, the Sacraments of Penance and the Holy
early Church history and ecclesiastical Mo., Feb. 3, aged sixty-two years. She Eucharist and to lead better Christian
archaeology before beginning on his new entered the community when seventeen lives.
years old.
By order of the Most Rev. Archbishop,
duties.
M. J. DOODY, Chancellor.
Sister Antonio died Feb. 9 at St. JoThe golden jubilee of Rev. Mother
Most Rev. Archbishop
P.
S.
The
Agatha Gutrie, who has been for thirty seph's Academy, Lockport, X. V., havof the Blessed
that
Benediction
a
directs
spent
years
as
Sising
nearly
forty-nine
years at the head of the Sisters of St.
all parish churches
Joseph of Carondolet, founded in Puy, ter of St. Mary. She was born in Belgium Sacramentbe given in
on Tuesday, March 3, the close of the
France, in 1030, and established in this in 1830, and came to this country in
Jubilee year of Our Holy Father,
country near St. Louis, Mo., in 1830, 1865.
Leo XIII., in thanksgiving for all the
Feb.
the
motherCahill,
D.,
was celebraUd
4 at
O. S.
Sister M. Josephine
mercies and blessings vouchsafed hini
house. On the same date occurred the died Feb. 1 at St. Clara's Convent, Sinduring his long reign.
M.
Francis
Tone's
year
celebration of Sister
other
sinawa,Wis., in the fifty-fifth
golden jubilee. Botli nuns made their religious profession. She was about sixThe Prudential
of
vows together fifty years ago. The Rev. teen when she entered the community, America, wiih its Insurance Company
characteristic promptMother is now seventy-two years of age. and she has been identified with every ness, has paid all the policies carried by
ttiat company on the lives of those persons
She has charge of 1,300 religious, labor- undertaking of St. Clara's since its foun- killed
in the New Jersey Central Rai'road
ing in parish schools, and among the dation.
disaster near VVesttield on January 27th.
Of
deaf-mutes, the Indians and negroes, and
the twenty- our persons killed, six
May their souls and the souls of all had policies in The Prudential, and that
in hospitals and orphan asylums. There the faithful departed rest in peace.
company, immediately upon learning of
the accident, notified its representatives
are four provinces, St. Louis, St. Paul,
located at Plainfield to hasten in every way
Troy and Arizona.
possible the filing of proofs of death at the
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.
home i ffice of the company in Newark, in
The people of St. Mary's parish, New
order to expedite the paxment of the inBritain, Conn., whose church was so se- Regulations for the Holy Season surance money to the afflicted families.
In some cases the evidence by which the
riously injured by lire over a year ago,
of Lent.
victims could be identified was very
assembled again, Feb. 8, in the chapel
meagre, but the company gathered all the
a. d. 1903.
information it could aud paid the claims.
within its walls, which served them as a
An idea as to how vague were the means
1. All the days of Lent, except Sunplace of worship from 1889 to 1894, and
of identification may be had from the fact
fast days of obligation.
days,
are
which was re-dedicated by Bishop Tierthat the company ordered the money paid
of the Holy See, on the life of one victim of whom nothing
an
indult
By
?>.
ney Feb. 8. Solemn high Mass was sung
but the fillings of his
25,
1897, for ten years) all was recognizable
(granted May
were identified by a local
by the Right Rev. Monsignor John Edflesh meat on teeth, which
allowed
to
use
persons
are
dentist.
wards, P. R., of the church of the ImAnother policy-holder's remains were
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
maculate Conception, New York; with
beyond recognition, but the comSaturdays?except the second and last burned
pany paid the claim because of a ring
the Rev. Jeremiah Curtin, pastor of St.
Saturday.
worn on the finger bearing the initials of
Lawrence's Church, New Haven, as
the deceased. The unfortunate engineer,
of
another
inspecial
privilege
3.
By
deacon; the Rev. Edward M. Hayes of
James F. Davis, through whose negligence
15,
dult of the Holy See (granted March
it is alleged the disaster occurred, wan also
St. Joseph's Cathedral, once an altarfor ten years) working people and a policy-holder in The Piudential, and his
boy at St. Mary's, sub-deacon; and the 1895,
received the money as soon as
their
are allowed to use flesh beneficiary
families
the claim papers were filed.
Rev. Peter J. O'Reilly of St. Mary's,
meat on all days of the year, except
Needless to say, the promptness with
master of ceremonies. The sermon was
which The Prudential settled these claims
Ash
Fridays,
Wednesday,
Wednesday
shows that it is seeking the best interests
deliveredby the Rev. Walter J. Shanley, and Saturday of Holy
Week and the vigil of its policy-holders in every way possible.
Cathedral.
Joseph's
of
St.
rector
Its policies are issued in amounts from
of Christmas.
$15 up to $100 000 on the lives of persons
The Rev. Michael J. Doody, chanand
4. Persons bound to fast may use who are between ages oneand seventy,
to both sexes, thus bringing the benefits
cellor of the Boston archdiocese, has
only once on the fast days when its and privileges of its great, system of life
been appointed to the permanent rector- meat
is permitted them by these indults; insurance within the reach of all Persons
ship of the church of the Annunciation use
further information should adpersons not bound to fast are not thus desiring
dress the home office of the company at
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Cambridgelimited. The use of meat on Sunday is Newark, N. J.
port, to succeed the late Rev. Thomas
not limited as to the number of times.
was
born
Doody
Scully, P. R. Father
5. Even those who are bound to fast
A Great Departure.
in Canton in 18G0, and is a graduate of
may take in the morning a small piece
SeminMary's
Therehas been a decided change In the deBoston College and of St.
of bread with a cup of tea, coffee, chocsign of r-lilebourds for ihe coming season,
ary, Baltimore. He was ordained in olate
and
tr.e women wo find Uieun-elves resdy
similar
or
drink.
topurc a-e a new sideboiird niuy consider
1883, and was first assigned as assistant
At
the
In great luck. The new designs
6.
acthemselves
evening
collation,
on
at St. Marys Church, Dedham, and count of long existing custom, the re most fnscinating. I hey ore far ahead of
models
in convenience a* well as
year's
last
bePeter's,
Cambridge. He
then at St.
beauty. The best place to see all
Church tolerates the use of eggs, butter, In artls'ic
styles is at the Paine Furniture
The
new
in
1890.
Rev.Thomas
chancellor
the
came
cheese and milk.
Warerooms.
J. McCormack, assistant chancellor of
succeeds
Father
archdiocese,
Boston
the
Doody as chancellor. He is a native of
Boston, and has been identified with the
Cathedral as priest and altar-boy for
there in
many years. He
M
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Hair Vigor. Keep your own hair. Get
more. Have a clean scalp, f&ggfc
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BOSTON,

ThWek'sNews.
The Venezuelan blue book, isThe British Blue sued this week in London,
Book on Venezuela. shows that after a conversation
between Foreign Mm ister Lansdowne and the Gewnan ambassador, Count Wolff-Metternich, on July 23 last, the former said: "We should
°c quite ready to confer with the German government
with the view of jointaction," and Germany suggested
A-Ug. 8 for a joint naval demonstration. The British
admiralty officials expressed the opinion that the best
orm for
this demonstration would be a blockade. The
eizure 0 f
the Venezuelan gunboats was suggested by
reat Britain. This, with the other details of the aggression, was submitted for Germany's approval by
J-'Ord Lansdowne Oct. 22. The blue book gives minute
tails of the British grievances against Venezuela
fr °m the montli of March, 1901, to the time of the
Sl guing of the
protocol, the salient features being the
Persistent endeavor to get President Roosevelt to arbitrate and the minute nature of the German-British
agreement. The British press and people may protest
their friendship for America as they may, but this
blue book shows the British government to have been
actively engaged in what may be regarded as a constructive attack upon the cherished Monroe Doctrine
of the United States.

King Edward, accompanied by
Queen Alexandra, and surParliament Opened rounded by the court and the
by the King.
officers of. state, opened Parliament on last Tuesday. The
speech from the throne was the usual perfunctory
utterance. The paragraph referring to Venezuela was
as follows: "The blockade of the Venezuelan ports
has led to negotiations for the adjustment of all the
matters in dispute. I rejoice that a settlement lias
n °w been arrived at which has justiiied the blockadlDS powers in bringing all hostile naval operations to
am immediate close."
Referring to the Alaskan boundary dispute the speech said:
Negotiations have
taken place for an adjustment of "the questions which
have arisen in regard to the boundary of my possessions in North America and that of the territory of
Alaska. A treaty providing for the reference of these
questions to an arbitration tribunal has been signed
and ratified." In the following words the speech referred to the Irish measure for land purchase: "It
will, I trust, complete the series of measures which
have already done much to substitute single ownership
for the costly and unsatisfactory conditions still attaching to the tenure of agricultural land overa large
Portion of Ireland."

The British

At a meeting of the Irish ParliaParty held in Dublin
Chairman.
on Monday last, John E. Redmond was re-elected leader. A
resolution was adopted at this meeting to the effect
hat in view of the rumored intention of the governto depart in the text of the new land bill from
terrus adopted by the recent land conference, the
j
Places itself on record as announcing that these
ls are
the lowest the tenants could accept.
Advices received at the State
and Department this week from the
Pleasure.
United States consul at Puerto
Cortez, Honduras, show that the
conditions growing out of the revolution there and the
"Brest that pervades the Central American republics
°f Salvador, Costa Rica and
Guatemala, are threatenlng to American interests. As a result, the Navy Department contemplates the ordering of the entire West
Indian division of the North Atlantic squadron, commanded by Rear-Admiral J. B. Coghlan, to Puerto
ortez. The disturbances are not so serious as to
Squire the entire fleet, but Rear-AdmiralTaylor, chief
°f the Bureau of Navigation, is somewhat averse to
splitting up the division at this time. Inasmuch as
Puerto Cortez affords an excellent place for winter
exercises, the entire squadronwill doubtlessbe ordered
here to keep an eye on American interests, and incidentally to keep up the drills and exercises which are
at present being indulged in.
Dr. Albert Alonzo Ames, the
notorious ex-Mayor of Minneapolis, who for his alleged crimes
NoAtDiriFusgve scovered. while in office is now a fugit' ve
from justice, was discovered by
etec tivesthis week hiding in
of the Rev- 0.

Redmond Re-elected mentary

ment

BFor usiness

'

the'home

J
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H. Chapin of Hancock, N. H. The minister declares
that '-Doc " Ames is an innocent man. The minister's
wife and Mrs. Ames are sisters. Ames and his wife
are fighting the extradition proceedings which, if successful, will result in the return of the ex-Mayor to
Minneapolis, there to be tried for the crimes with
which he is charged. The worst deeds of robbery and
fraud leveled against New York's Tammany are comparatively mild compared to the record of "Doc" Ames
and his gang while they ran the city of Minneapolis.
A striking feature of Tuesday's
Eight Hundred Congressional Record was a list of
trusts in the United States,
Trusts in
Operation.
printed as an appendix to Mr.
Littlefield's speech. This list,
which was computed by the Congressional Information
Bureau, covers nearly six pages of the Record, and
contains nearly 800 trusts, with a capitalization of almost $14,000,000,000. This is claimed to be the most
complete and acctnate list ever published, and it exceeds all other published lists in its dimensions and
in the size of its totals. Several members of Congress,
in the course of their recent anti-trust speeches, have
cited incomplete lists of trusts, but it has remained
for Mr. Littlefield to make public this comprehensive
and valuable compilation.
In a letter to the Boston Herald
Defends the Good of Wednesday Mr. Frank A.Allen,
Name of Lynn. evidently a resident of Lynn, defends that city from the charge of
being a disorderly and mob-ridden community. He
declares that the reputation of the city has suffered
from the recent labor troubles, but he says that the
people are, in the main, law-abiding. "But," he continues, "I do not believe that it would be possible to
find in any manufacturing centre in this country more
general respect for law and order, a better tone and
character among citizen bodies as a whole, more industry, temperance and decency than in the shoe city
of Lynn. There are more little homes owned by its
citizens than in any other community of its size and
character in this country. There is more mental alertness and intellectual controversy and general information among its citizens frhan in any other manufacturing community that I know of. Its schools are of a
high order, its churches and benevolent institutions
are well supported. Its city government is clean and
without scandal. Its working population and its
business men are capable, industrious, law-abiding
and self-respecting. It is not only a safe, but a beautiful locality in which to live, and I trust that the
hysterical misinformation delivered from the pulpit
and printed in some of our newspapers in reference to
this community will cease, and the city of Lynn will
be allowedto work out its own salvation in all fairness and without prejudice."
We note that Denis J. Swenie,
Chicago's celebrated flre-chief,
A Celebrated
Fire-Fighter Dead. who died the other day, was a
real Scotch-Irishman, having
been born of Irish parents in Glasgow, Scotland.
From all accounts he was a man of character, courage
and brains. Born in 1834, he came to America when
lie was fourteen years old, became a member of the
old volunteer fire department of Chicago within a year
later, and in 1858, when the change came to a paid
department, he was the first foreman to organize a
company, against bitter opposition. His experiences
in service abounded in remarkable incidents. In the
great fire of 1871 he worked without relief for fortyeight hours, and in the very height of the conflagration he passed the site of his home, to find it in ashes,
and it was two daysbefore he knew what had happened
to his family. Many said that had his plan for fighting the fire been adopted, the calamity would have
been of much less proportions. But that can never be
demonstrated. Swenie became chief in 1879, and only
retiredlast year, having missed a score of deaths by a
mere moment, to die of a kidney disease. He was a
great leader, and everybody had called him " the old
man " for many years. He had been blown into the
air by explosions, had been carried out of basements
overcome by the smoke, in the arms of men who were
as brave and devoted as himself, and had often escaped
from falling walls by a matter of a foot or two.
A $75,000 purse has no attraction
Doesn't Want for President John Mitchell of the
$75,000.
United Mine Workers. The purse
is being raised by the anthracite
workers as a token of their appreciation of all he has
done for them, but word comes from President

Vol. 29 -No 8.
Mitchell that he does not want the money. Board
Member Schlesser, of Wilkesbarre district, says he
was recently talking with President Mitchell on the
subject, and the latter expressed his disinclination to
take the money, saying that he was satisfied with his
salary. If the fund is completed it may be, in the
event of his refusing it, used as the nucleus of a mine
workers' fund.
A pathetic incident is reported
A Sad Little Item. from Hoboken, N. J. As the
"Graf Waldersee" neared her
dock in that place last Monday, a twelve-year-old Russian boy named Ulrich became much excited at the
prospect of seeing his parents, who came to this country several years ago. As the ship entered the dock
he saw his father and mother waiting to greet him,
and he waved a signal to them. Other passengers noticed that he was very pale. Suddenly he fell to the
deck, and when he was picked up he was dead. When
the parents reached the ship and asked for their son
they were taken to where the body lay covered with a
piece of canvas.
In deciding a divorce suit in
Bad Plays, Bad
Chicago one day this week Judge
Books, Divorces. Tuthill declared that the Ibsen
class of literature and the "problem play " have a strong tendency to break up homes.
"I do not believe," said the Judge in delivering his
opinion, "that the woman in this case was guilty of
any really criminal act. In reading her letters to this
man it has become evident to me that she is one of
these modern women who have become imbued,
through the reading of these stories of domestic
problems, with modern ideas of the independence of
woman, and the freedom of thought and action not
permitted in the home."
The new Department of Commerce, which has been added
RCoTisahpefd ortelyou.
to our national machinery, is
made up of a number of bureaus
and commissions formerly attached to other departments of the executive service. President Roosevelt
appointed as its head E. B. Cortelyou of New Tork,
who has been for some time the President's pri /ate
secretary, and his appointment has been ratified by
the senate. Mr. Cortelyou's official career in the government may be said to have begun in 18S0, when he
became private secretary to the post-office inspector in
charge in New York. After serving the surveyor of the
port of New York as confidential stenographer, he went
to Washington, in July, 1891, as private secretary to the
fourth assistant postmaster-general. His record in
the post-office was such that in 1805 President Cleveland appointed him his executive clerk and confidential stenographer. lie served President McKinley in
the same capacity until 1898, when, on account of the
vastly increased amount of work at the White House,
he was appointed assistant secretary to the President.
On the retirement of J. A. Portor, Cortelyou was
named as secretary to the President. It was at the
personal request of President Roosevelt that Cortelyou
continued as secretary to the 1'resident.
Castle Island
Saved to Boston.

In the House of Representatives,

this week, Mr. Napheu of Massachusetts secured the passage of
his bill, which will prevent the
necessity of the government using Castle Island for a
lighthouse depot. The bill provides that the lighthouse depot may be established on any land owned by
the United States in Boston harbor, and for that purpose the sum of $25,000 is appropriated. Although
there is no express prohibition against the use of
Castle Island, in view of the fact that Congress, by the
passage of this act, showed its opposition to the use of
Castle Island, the people of Boston can feel certain
that their playground is saved to them. The bill
has already passed the Senate and now only needs the
President's signature to become law.
The French foreign office announced this week the
appointment of Vicomte dc Chambrun to be an
of the French embassy at Washington. He is a greatgrandson of Lafayette, was the representative of the
Lafayette family at the Rochambeau ceremonies, aud
is a brother of Marquis dc Cliauibrun, a member of the
Chamber of Deputies, who is the ranking representative of the family. The Vicomte will sail for New
York March 7.
Despite the protests of indignant whites in Charleston, N. C, President Roosevelt declares that he has
no intention of withdrawing the appointment of Dr.
D. H. Crum, (colored) to be collector of the port,

there.
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three is

precisely the same change that has taken place

in all large cities the world over. But even so, the lawWhen Mr. Osgood, Harvard '03, told the congrega- abiding and respectable people of the easternmost part of
tion of the Park Street Church that East Cambridge our city have every reason for feeling resentful over this
was the most neglected spot within a radius of ten public misrepresentation and defamation, and we share
miles of Boston, he did not know what a serious effect their feeling of resentment with them.? Cambridge Press,
Feb. 11, 1903.
his slanderous words would have. He evidently realThe Cambridge Tribune reproduces Mr. Osgood's
izes now, to some extent, the gravity of his offence,
and in his letter to Father O'Brien he tries to explain charges, and Father O'Brien's reply, as it appeared in
matters by asserting that the Herald misreported the Boston Herald, with the remark that it adds a
what he said. Some of the papers from which we great deal to the Harvard students' stock of inforquote below suggest that there must havebeen some mation, while the Cambridge Democrat says:
error in reporting. To settle all such doubts, and to
" Mr. Osgood is probably preparing for the ministry.
show that Mr. Osgood's words were faithfully given to He is probably a young man of deepreligious sentiment;
the public, the Boston Herald, which reported him of the exclusive puritanical style which passed on years
and years ago. He has cultivated this sentiment until it
originally, said last Monday, Feb. 10:?
has become a little maudlin, a little silly."
in the Herald The Boston Papers Give Some
" The abstract of the address published
Attention to
was written from the notes taken by a capable stenograthe Affair.
pher who attended the service where it was delivered"
The Osgood affair created considerablecomment in
And as a still further proof that Mr. Osgood's exthe Boston papers. Allowing for mistakes and misapcuse will not hold water, here is the letter of the prehensions, it may be said that every paper which
newspaper man who reported his utterances:?
touched upon the matter agreed that the young HarPhilip Endicott Osgood,
vard student either committed a grievous offence or
University,
Harvard
made a grievous mistake. The Boston Herald's treatCambridge, Mass.
of the matter deserves particular mention, as
Sir In your reply to the letter of the Rev. Father John ment
O'Brien of East Cambridge, in which he took issue with being eminently fair-mindedand just.
The Globe gave a fairly good presentation of the
your statements regarding East Cambridge as reported
in the Herald of Monday morning, Feb. 9, you say "the issue, but the Post and Journal were comically mixed
account in the Monday Boston Herald of my Sunday up as to the facts. Editorially, the Record viewed the
speech in the Park Street Church, Boston, was so disaffair as an illustration of "how much harm reform
torted and in somerespects so falsified as to give you just may do when it is not conducted with the utmost care
grounds for protest."
and consideration for the feelings of those who are to
Will you permit me to say that thereport of your speech be
benefited"; while the Advertiser said:?
was neither distorted nor falsified. That it was not reported in full is a self-evident fact, but your reference to
" He [Osgood] may have been well instructed in the
the fact that East Cambridge is the most neglected place Bible, and a great many other good things that are usewithin a radius of ten miles of Boston, that decent people ful for persuading people to a better life, hut either he
are moving away from there, etc., as reported in the missed that text or, what is more likely, misinterpreted
Besides, any such sweeping statement as this
Herald, was reproduced in your own language, that por- it.
tion of your address having been taken by me in short- young man was reported to have made concerning an entire large section of a big city is worse than merely indishand at the time.
I have sent a copy of this letter to Father O'Brien for creet. It is not true."
his information, and suggest that if you want to escape
In Father O'Brien's letter to the Herald correcting
the onus of your indiscreet, though undoubtedly sincere Mr. Osgood's assertions, he mentioned only a very
remarks, that you find some other and newer excuse than small part of the work which he and his assistant
to claim you were incorrectly reported.
priests have been doing for many years in East CamYours,
But in the pamphlet "Is East Cambridge a
bridge.
Harry J. Mulville.
Feb. 16,1903.
Whitechapel Town?" issued by the clergymen and disWhat the Cambridge Papers Say.
tributed in thousands last Sunday to the parishioners,
DOING EXCELLENT WORK.
there is a more detailed account. Even this, of course,
We presume that the full report of the remarks of Mr. only barely touches the subject. The pamphlet says:?
Osgood, of the Harvard Christian Association, at Park
Other important organizations not mentioned in the
StTeet Church, last Sunday evening, might not bear such
St. John's Literary Institute, an incoran odious construction as that which comes from reading above letter
porated organization, which is doing a very important
the abstract published in the Boston Herald. We have
for our young men; the sewing school; the East
seen no denial of the statements in this report, however. work
Cambridge Branch of the Young Ladies' Charitable AsHis reference to East Cambridge as a" neglected disof St. Anthony and of the
;
trict," religiously, is proven by Rev. Father O'Brien's re- sociation the confraternities
two hundred Sunday-school
Heart.
There
are
Sacred
any
elsewhere,
and as
one at all familiar
ply, published
who, besides their work in the Sunday-school,
with religious affairs in East Cambridge should have teachers
children in their homes. The Advanced Class
known, to be a long distance from the truth. We can't visit the and
girls between fourteen and eighteen years of
for boys
Mr.
should
make
such
a
Osgood
understand how
misstatebetween five and six hundred, has a full
numbering
age,
ment except through absolute ignorance, personally, of
Doctrine
and Scriptural course of instruction of
Christian
what he was talking about, and if that is true, he had no
years. For social and benevolent work the Knights of
business to be talking at all. He has certainly not helped four
Columbus, the several Hibernian societies, the Foresters
the cause in which he is enlisted by such totally unsupand the Women's Temperance Society deserve mention.
ported statements as he is reported to have made.
parish is divided into five districts, and each district
In his reply to this young Christian worker and speaker The
charge of one of the clergy and these in turn are
Father O'Brien, pastor of the church of the Sacred Heart is in
aided
in their fraternal and sympathetic visiting and
work
of
his
in East Cambridge, outlines the religious
by ten or fifteen young men in each district. Again
work
church in such a way as to deeply, impress the reader with it
should be said that there are several other societies and
the faithfulness and thoroughness of the care given by
means which bring priests and people together and
spiritual
to
those
under
his
direchim and his assistants
which set in motion innumerable social, fraternal, and
tion. It is not easy to realize how zealous these men are. highly important religious and moral agencies and activFew Protestant clergymen have so deep convictions of
their personal responsibility for their people, or better ities.
"It may give a better notion of the character of the
qualifications for doing their work. They certainly can
Catholic people of East Cambridge and show the imporit,
when the ceaseless
not be charged with "neglecting"
and magnitude of their social, philanthropic, eduround of religious activities is considered. No Protes- tance
cational and religious works if we say that during the
could
care
for
the
thousands
to
which
clergyman
the
tant
two calendar years they spent on such works one
church of the Sacred Heart ministers, or would attempt last
hundred
and eighty-one thousand, eight hundred and
it, but the Catholic Church is accustomed to do this, and
dollars and twenty-two cents ($181,876 22).
seventy-six
its powerful influence for good must be recognized. Its They owe no man anything; they pay their bills as they
problem is a very difficult one, when the social conditions come due. Every good cause, from the Christian misand surroundings of the people are considered, but it has sionary in China or Africa to the needy brother on the
Cambridge Chronicle,
done much towards its solution.
street, appeals successfully to their Christian charity and
Feb. 14, 1903.
unselfish generosity. Such a people must have a becoming pride and self-respect that resent the patronizing airs
" EAST CAMBRIDGE."
A young Harvard religious enthusiast who seems to be of those callow Harvard students who wish to pose as
showing more zeal than good taste and good judgment, their teachers, helpers or organizers of philanthropic
has aroused the indignation of the good people of what works. Any attempt on the part of these students or
was formerly known as East Cambridge by certain public others to map out or to inaugurate such works, or to supstatements which he recently made concerning that sec- plement or supplant those now in active operation, is
tion of our city. If correctly reported, he said that East simply an impertinence and an insult.
Cambridge was the most neglected locality in the vicinity
"Every other parish in the city of Cambridge, in Boston,
of Boston and that all the " decent people" had moved and, for that matter, in the diocese, is doing somewhat
away from there. There is little to add to Rev. Father similar and, very often, even better work. It is contrary
O'Brien's spirited rejoinder to this young chap's chatter. to our methods and the spirit of our religion to stand on
It is utterly indefensible even by inference to characterize the street-corners and publish what we are doing. It is
the people of old ward three as indecent. This section of only when we are attacked that we speak of our works."
our city has undergone a transition common to the earliThis pamphlet, by the way, " Is East Cambridge a
est settled sections of all old communities. As that part Whitechapel Town?" is well worth reading. We wish
of a community becomes thickly built up and densely
reprint it bodily in the Review. It contains
peopled, those who have the means and who prefer more we could
excellent
arguments concerning student-missionsome
part
usually
their
move
to
a
newer
of
houses,
room ahout
ary
work
in
and the work of Harvard students
general
old
ward
place
in
the city. The change that has taken
?

:
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in particular. Ten thousand copies were distributed,
free, last Sunday at all the Masses in East Cambridge.
There are a few thousand copies left over which will
be sold to any one who may wish to buy them at ten
cents apiece. Apply at the Review printing-office,
corner of Fourth and Otis streets, East Cambridge, or
write to Review Publishing Co., Boston.

A Minister's Letter.
Below are examples of the kind of letters we have
received in connection with this incident:?
First Congregational Society, Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
Minister's House, 14 Roanoke avenue, Feb. 17,1903.
Editor Review:
I haveread with interest and sympathy your comments
upon the unfortunate remarks of Mr. Osgood at the Park
Street Church. Surely any man who believes in the
democratic principles which underly our institutions
must regret the publication of such remarks. lam glad
of the strong showing which you make, and of which I
have no doubt, of the honest character of the "plain
people" in the Cambridge district.
Yours respectfully,
Charles F. Dole.
?

What Mr. Angell Thinks.
The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals.
Boston, Feb. 18, 1903.
Editor Review:
Mr. Angell desires me to thank you for the article about
East Cambridge, and to say that he intends to have a
*hort editorial about it in his March paper, and thinks
that no more important field for missionary labor can be
found than in some of our leading colleges and universities.
?

S. Le Roy SHAr-LEioH.

NOTES FROM OUR REPORTER.
We have made arrangements to get detailed reports
every week from the scene of battle of the Harvard reformers. The latest report from"The Harvard House"
in East Cambridge is that Harvard is determined to
win. The Harvard Crimson, flushed with victories
won on other fields, is determined to conquer East

Cambridge.
The attendance this week consisted of three little
boys. One, an Israelite, it is said, received ten cents
for his attendance;Rev. Mr. Whittaker, the Methodist
minister of East Cambridge, who "had hoped that he
would not be asked to say anything regarding this matter," probably furnished the second, and Mr. Osgood,
we are told, to complete the trio, brought his little
brother from Attleboro.
The owner of '"Tarvard House" tells us that he has
ordered the students to vacate the premises for "non
payment of rent." Mr. Amos Fillebrown has refused
to rent his hall to them. Both these gentlemen are
Protestants. Can the people of East Cambridge survive the departure of these dispensers of"the higher
crimson morality

"?

Hardly.

Our reporter says that the only effect of the battle
to date is to make President Eliot sick, the students
ridiculous, and Rev. Mr. Whittaker absurd. Mr.
Whittaker says: "My leading men live away from the
district," and his own people are of the opinion, it is
said, that they would be happy if he also could see his
way to "liveaway from the district."

.

The Boston Transcript, the Unitarian secular organ
of the denominationand the College, says: "President
Eliot, who is ill at home, answered a written question
whether the government of the University is to take
any steps in restraint of the work at 'Harvard House,'
East Cambridge, as demanded by the priests, with the
single word, 'NO.' "

Wedo not understand why the Transcript should say
that the priests "demanded" anything of the University. In a friendly way the priests made suggestions,
but the Transcript should understand that the priests
are speaking for the people. Why should President
Eliot's "NO" be so conclusive and final? Will his
autocratic "NO" overrule the reasonable and peaceful
suggestions of thousands of respectable and worthy
citizens of Cambridge?
No priest, no pope, ever exercised power so absolute, so irresponsible. Carolus Magnus never stoops
to reason with you; he never hesitates, never fears
that he may err. In imitation of the sententious
"fiat" he utters his monosyllabic "NO," and behold I
every one within the classic shades of Harvard, all
loyal Bostonians, patriotic New Englanders, bow in
reverential awe, exclaiming in unison "He hatii
spoken

11!"

That settles it. East Cambridge may not wish to
have these students, but Charles the Great knows
what East Cambridge needs, and East Cambridge
must take what Charles the Great, in his kindness,
condescends to send.
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EditoralNotes.
The Lenten regulations will ">e found on page
2 of this issue.

" The Osgood Incident" on the opposite page
will repay perusal.
We wonder if, after all, Mrs. GuHck's
in Madrid is not a castle in Spain.

College

Isn't it amusing'for Protestant Episcopalian
papers to lie talking about a Catholic Revival ?
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We wish that our brethren in Spain had some
of the missionary zeal of Americans. Then
would there be established in Boston a Spanish
college?an International Institute for American
Protestant Clergymen, University Presidents.
Editors of Protestant Papers, and College Professors?whose purpose would be to remove from
the minds of such people the bigoted ideas of
Catholicity, and the absurd ideas of Christianity,
which cause them, at present, to say and do such
foolish things. Mrs. Gulick's International Institute for Spanish girls would fade into insignificance before the grand work for truth, justice, and common sense which this [nternational
Institute for American Protestant Public Men
would undoubtedly perform.

pamphlet, "Is East Cambridge a Whiteohapel Town?" may be found on sale at our
headquarters, 194 Washington street, at Marlier
A LITTLE while ago some papers were justifying
& Co., Thomas J. Flynn & Co., Essex street, and
the
Irish members of Parliament for taking no
at our printing-office, East Cambridge.
part in the English Education Bill debate, on
Rev. Fatiiei: Doom's appointment (o tin- the ground that the, English Catholics whom the
permanent rectorship of St. Mary's, Cambridge- bill would help have always been indifferent to
port, made vacant by the death of the lamented Ireland's demands for freedom. These papers
Father Scully, gives great pleasure to the people forgot what a huge number of Irish Catholics go
of that parish and to the clergy of the diocese. to make up the total Catholic population of England. In Liverpool alone, according to recent
The assignment is an admirable one.
figures, there are 100,000 people of immediate
One of our esteemed contemporaries referred Irish descent, and, of course, of the Catholic
to Father O'Brien's reply to Mr. Osgood as an faith. At the church census taken Under Protattack upon that young man. This reminds us estant auspices recently in that same city, it was
of the fellow who struck a man on the head with found that nine-tenths of the Catholic church-goa club and then brought an action for assault ers were Irish.
and battery against him. Is self-defence an
AMONG OUT sectarian brethren there seems to
attack i In the bright lexicon of this office it has
be
considerable trouble, nowadays. Here is poor
no such meaning.
Dr. Hale assailed because lie, a Unitarian, has
Mit. Shaw, Secretary of the Treasury, made a the effrontery to present himself for communion
speech the other day in which he described the in an Episcopalian church. The Episcopalian
advent of free Cuba among the family of nations clergymen who administered it are also getting
rapped over the knuckles. Here is a certain
in this way
Rev. Mr. Merrit in the North End plunging iii
president
said Hoist away,' and a new
"The
tlag, fresh from the womb of liberty, sprang
(like Mr. Osgood in East Cambridge) to criticize
forth."
the morals of the neighborhood, ami arousing
This queer mixture of rhetorical figures re- much feeling thereby. Here is a Rev. Mr.
minds the Springfield Jiejmblican of the famous Nichols in Worcester who is going to sell oil
statesman who said :?
stock in connection with his pastoral work, and
I
smell
I
see
it
in
here
floating
rat;
air;
a
the
but
is a Rev. Mr. Chapin in Hancock, N. 11.,
"
mark me, sir,?l will nip it in the bud."
wdio may lose his church for harboring the
notorious "Doc" -Ames, ex-mayor of Minneapolis,
Silt Rowi.anh Bi.ENNEKii.vssKT is not a Cath- wdio is a fugitive from justice. Surely, surely,
olic, yet this is what he says in the course of an our Protestant clerical friends have troubles
article in the National Review:
enough of their own without trying to reform
" The Reformation was, to a great extent, a rethe Catholics.
Oui;

:

?

'

tremely ungrateful." This teacher, Mr. R. D.
Epps of South Carolina, also says there are thousands of American men living in the Philippines
with the lowest class of outcasts. These men are
government employees, soldiers, discharged
soldiers, deserters, ex-volunteer officers, etc.
Many of them arc legally married to native
women, only to leave them when they wish to
go back to America. He pays tribute to the
Filipino women of the better elan, declaring
thai tiny abhor many forms of vice that arc
winked at by Americans; and he adds that many
of the poorer Filipino women are scattered all
over these islands who have been basely deceived
and deserted by American husbands. "After
this," comments the Evening Post, "we can
understand the sorrow and indignation with
which he tells us that theFilipinos are 'ungrateful.' To be thankless when you have been robbed
and outraged is, indeed, a very serpent's tooth

of ingratitude."

Ash Wednesday.
The first day of Lent is called Ash Wednesday because on that day it is the custom of the
Catholic Church to place on the foreheads of her
children blessed ashes made from palms kept,
from the Palm Sunday ceremoniesof the previous
year. The priest prays over these ashes, asking
Almighty God, Who once granted His pardon
to the Ninivites doing penance in sackcloth and
ashes, to grant unto ns so to imitate their penance that we may follow them in obtaining forgiveness. Then, after sprinkling the ashes thrice
with holy water, saying, "Thou shall sprinkle

me, o Lord, with hyssop, and I shall becleansed:
Thou shalt wash me, and I shall be whiter than
snow," he incenses the ashes thrice, and then

places them on the foreheads of the peoplekneeling at the sanctuary rail, saying to each one the
solemn words of the "Memento, homo":?
"Remember, 0 man, that dust thou art, and
unto dust thou shalt return."

It is a noticeable fact that on Ash Wednesday
the churches are crowded for the receiving of
the ashes, as likewise on Good Friday for the

kissing of the cross. These two occasions seem
to have power to call forth in a peculiar manner
the Catholicism of the people, and it is a marvelous sight to watch the throngs that press forward to the rails to fulfil these ancient customs
of their old mother Church. It will be well for
us all to drive home to our hearts the deep, unaction against the renaissance, and Germany was
We are glad to note the beginning, on the derlying significance of this reception of the
the cradle of the Reformation. However much any
ashes, the sign of decay and death. In this conWestern coast, of the mission work to non-Cathone may admire the robust earnestness of Luther,
nection we would urge upon our readers the
olics which is now being so successfully pursued
the refined intellect of [Melancthon, or the great
they would experience in following carebenefit
farther East. The San Francisco Monitor of
qualities of other leading reformers, few educated
the
sacred offices of the Church's holy
fully
that
deny
in destroying as they did
men will now
Jan. 31 says:?
seasons
in
her authorized manuals. Each devout
the intellectual movement associated with the
" The mission to non-Catholics beginning in old Catholic who
desires to be an intelligent Cathmemories of Erasmus, Dean Collet of St. Paul's
St. Mary's Church tomorrow morning (Feb. 1) is
and Sir Thomas More, they stopped Europe in its
olic as well, should own, at least, the "Manual of
the inauguration of a general effort by the Paulist
march to enlightenment, and rekindled the dying
Fathers to carry out the long cherished plans of
Prayers for the I'se of the Catholic Laity,"
embers of religious persecution and theological
his Grace, the Archbishop, fora vigorous campaign
which was prepared and published by order of
hatred."
among our separatedbrethren which will rival the
the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, and
splendid results already attained in the East.
the "Holy Week Book" which contains at length
Nkwspapxb reports from the Philippines this
Father John Marks llandly, who is to deliver the
the sublime offices of those solemn days which
week serve to make plain the political comlectures for non-Catholics, has been active in the
make
up a week that is like no other week in all
plexion of Aglipay's " Xew Catholic Church." organization of the movement, notably by the prothe
year.
motion of the first national congress of missionaProofs are accumulating which practically conries to non-Catholics in the Paulist house at WinCatholics and Bible Reading.
firm the belief that the schismatic movement of
chester. Tennessee, where the Washington MisThe Literary Digest quotes from the (Jiserthe so-called " Bishop" Aglipay is degenerating
vatore Romano, which it calls the official organ
into a triangular political combination with the sionary College originated. He is himself a convert to the Church and brings to his work an unof the Vatican, as follows :?
Nationalist party and the Workingmen's Union,
derstanding of the attitude of non-Catholics
and that it is absorbing a majority of the irrecon" What an inestimable blessing it would be if
towardsthe Church which only a convert can have.''
cilables in the Nationalist party. It is a signifievery Christian family would be assembled daily
We wish all success to this further advance of and read a chapter from the Gospels! In
cant fact that money troubles have arisen, even
this way
the Paulists" noble work, and shall watch with
the divine language of the book, together with its
now, and the demands made by the leaders of the
keen interest the outcome of their labors on a
sublime simplicity, would become common propmovement for subscriptions towards their supsoil that has been so truly Catholic ground for
erty; the image of Jesus Christ would become
port, for the rent of chapels, etc., are already
clearer and more deeply impressed on the hearts
centuries
past.
growing onerous. According to the despatches,
of the people; a thorough religious training would
the entire movement has shown signs of weakenThe New York Evening Post tells about
be imparted on all sides, and in this way the most
ing, and the initial excitement is vanishing. The another American teacher in the Philippines who dangerous results of ignorance and indifference
so-called "reformers" are appearing in their true has discovered after careful study and close would be removed."
"
guise.
observation oi the Tagalogs" that they are "exWe would point out also, that Pope Leo has
?

.. .

granted to the faithful who spend at least a

of an hour daily in reading the Holy
Gospel an indulgence of 3UO days once a day :
and a plenary indulgence once a month, on any
day of the month, to those who have spent a
quarter of an hour a day on every day of the
month in reading the Holy Gospel, on the usual
conditions, confession and Communion, and
praying for the intention of the Sovereign Pontiff. So, too, indulgences arc granted to the faithful who devoutly attend at the explanation of
the gospel as given in parish churches by the
priest on Sundays and holydays. It is to be remembered that these indulgences granted by the
Church always include the primary condition of
true contrition on the part of the receiver.
quarter

?

Protestants and Lent.
An Appeal for a National Lenten Gospel
Campaign" has, we learn with interest, been
issued by the National Central Committee composed of Protestant ministers and laymen. These

"

people wish to initiate this "campaign" by making Feb. 25, 1908, "known as Ash Wednesday,"
a special day of humiliation and prayer. This
is copying the Catholic Church with a vengeance. Among the things which the committee
wants ministers and people to pray for are "a
return to absolute faith in the Bible as the inspired Word of God." Well, we Catholics have
this absolute faith, already. If our friends will
return to the Catholic Church they will return to
this absolute faith in the Bible immediately.
However, we would not speak as discouraging
the committee from the project they suggest.
We think it a very excellent thing for our Protestant friends to observe Lent. It is thus, step
by step, we believe Catholic sentiment to be
permeating American life. Time was when such
a suggestion would be looked upon with horror,
and when the following sentence from the committee's appeal would be received w ith cries of
"Popery":?
r

"The Lenten season has of late years?owing to

the special emphasis placed upon it by

some

branches of the Church, and the resulting temporary staying of the tide of worldliness and frivolity
at that time?proved peculiarly favorable to the
promotion of religious interest. Its connection
with the deathand Resurrection of our Lord, increasingly recognized in all branches of the
church, would seem to make it a most opportune
time for the quickening of Christians for spiritual
life and service."

Now, however, we venture to say that few
people will take offence at this invitation to observe the Lenten season. Time has indeed
wrought a great change. Let us hope that the
day is not far distant when a still greater change
will have been effected in the hearts and minds
of our Protestant friends?such a change indeed
as will show them that it is not in copying the
Church's feasts and fasts, but in accepting the
faith she teaches, that they can hope to understand her God-given truth, beauty and strength.

impression is all against the Reformers in the matter in question; but it is one thing to seek to ' disabuse the public mindof such misconceptions,' and
another to prove that the ' misconceptions' are unfounded in fact. Mr. Jamieson, in truth, comes to his
work less as the unbiased historian, carefully sifting and balancing his authorities, thanas the religious partisan, citing what seems in favor of his own
view, and ignoring what is opposed to it. Sometimes, indeed, he quotes a w riteron the other side,
but in that case the writer was romancing, or was
not in possession of the real facts! This is his manner of dealing with such accredited authorities as
Patrick Fraser Tytier and Archbishop Spottiswoode. Tytier may perhaps be left out of account;
but the case is different with Spottiswoode, who

r

in several cases describes what he had himself
seen. After -showing the inflammatory effect of
Knox's preaching, Spottiswoode writes:?
" 'Whereupon ensued a pitiful devastation of
churches and church buildings throughout all parts
of the realm, for every one made bold to put to
their hands; the meaner sort imitating the example
of the greater, and those who were in authority.'
"Even if one wereinclined to question this statement, there would still be the testimony of Knox
himself. No carefulreader ofKnox's 'History' can
fail to note how he exults over the destruction
which Mr. Jamieson would have us believe was
due to the Catholics themselves. It is from Knox
that we learn how the 'raschall multitude'attacked
three monastic houses at Perth, one at Scone, and
two at Edinburgh, of which they 'left nothing
but bair wallis, yea nocht sa much as door or
windok.' It has been contended that Knox may
have disapprovedof these doings of the ' raschall
multitude,' but he certainly never condemned
them in explicit terms; and although in a stray instance here and there his followers may not have
been to blame for the demolition of the ancient
fabrics, there can be no reasonable doubt that the
great majority of these unnecessary acts were due
to their mistaken and ruffianly zeal. On the whole,
the theme is somewhatbelated, and Mr. Jamieson
has adduced, to our mind, no sufficient evidence to
upset the generally accepted view. His book, if
well meant, is tedious and illogical, and its data
are, we think, colored with partisan zeal."

We rather think that it is too late at this day
application of whitewash to John
Knox and his turbulent followers. It is only to
be wondered at that, in spite of the testimony of
history, there may still be found people who are
ready to swallow the belief that the Reformation
in Scotland and elsewhere was a movement of
the pure and holy against the tyranny and superstition of Rome.
to try the

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

ccxxx.

Lansing, on page 114, says: "They curse and
denounce those who would subject the priests to
the civil power." Now as almost or quite every
Catholic state in the world now tries priests
before the civil courts for every offence which
would bring a layman there, and as the Catholic
judges who try priests are nowhere denied the
on this account, this assertion colsacraments
WHO DESTROYED THE SCOTTISH ABBEYS?
lapses of itself. If a priest is condemned to
There has arisen a man in Scotland to defend death, or to penal servitude, the Church first dethe Scottish Reformers from the charge (so well- grades him, thereby saving the honor of the
attested by all historians of weight) of destroy- priesthood without impeding the course of civil
ing the abbeys and monasteries of Catholic Scot- justice.
In the Middle Ages, under a wholly different
land. He has set himself the task of proving
order
were
to
of things, not only priests, but all tonsured
not blame
that the follow-ersof John Knox
were largely exempt from civil jurisdicpersons,
refor the wholesale destruction of churches and
Yet
even then the Archbishop of York, in
the
retion.
during
ligious houses which took place
and without a trial, was beheaded
standing,
full
ligious and social upheaval whereby Scotland as
and the Pope easily accepted the
IV.,
Henry
opinion
by
a nation was lost to the Church. The
King's
excuse
of manifest treason and urgent
of the London Atkenceum regarding this man
So
also
the great Archbishop of Lund,
necessity.
(Mr. John Jamieson) is that the task he has eswas hanged up in the face
North,
sayed in his book is decidedly hopeless. Our Primate of the
readers will be interested to see how such an authority as the AthenoMurn deals with the subject:?
"Mr. Jamieson rightly remarks that the general

of day by the civil authority, with full approbation of Rome, for murderous counsel given to
the tyrant Christian 11. These were eminent
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rather than solitary examples, although it is true
that the capital punishment of a bishop was then
very rare. It is still very rare.
Early Christian princes punished guilty priests
capitally without incurring the ban of the
Church. Later princes gave wide exemptions.
Later governments still have gradually withdrawn the most of these. Of course any widely
privileged class is naturally annoyed at losing its
privileges, and is sure to use more' or less inteniperateness of speech. Yet as the Catholic Church
prospered before these exemptions were granted,
and then during the long ages in which they
were enjoyed, and as she prospers now, as the
Pope cordially acknowledges, in our country,
where such privileges have never been dreamed
of, she has plainly no vital interest in trying to
recover that which does not appertain to the essence of her functions.
As Pius IX. remarks, the temporal prerogatives of the Church vary indefinitely according
to the varying order of society. Thus, says he,
there was a time when the right of deposing
kings had its accredited place, but it is wholly
inapplicable to the present relations of things.
Of course, if we like, w7e can represent the
Catholic hierarchy as insanely plotting to win
back prerogatives which, as the Pope says, have
no place in our time. So also, if we please, we
can believe that Edward VII. is planning howto recover, by the use of the army, the old predominance of the Crown and submissivcuess of
the Parliament. So, too, if we choose, we can
declare that the editor of the Congregationalisl
is meditating a return of the happy days when
his spiritual forefathers could hang Quakers and
whip Ba2»tists. Only, when sane and honest men
are solemnly assured by those who appear to be
sane and honest men, that these expect to accommodate themselves to the order of Providence
as they find it, they arc accustomed to believe
them. Of course it is not so with knaves and
fools and lunatics and liars and chronic slanderers. If the Pope were not at hand to serve their
purposes, they would attack the Grand Lama. If
he were not available, they would fall foul of the
Archbishop of Canterbury. An angry ape must
always have something on which to vent his idiot
rage; it is of less consequence what that something is.
Page 116 Lansing says that one of the admitted papal titles is " Our Lord God the Pope."
A shameful lie, on the part of a man whose whole
being is compact of shameful lies. The truth is
this, pointed out by the English Jesuit Sydney
Smith: In the first edition of the Canon Law
carried through the press, the compositor, being
accustomed to the phrase " Our Lord the Pope,"
and also to the phrase " Our Lord God," inadvertently blended the two and brought out: " Our
Lord God the Pope." The unhappy error was
at once remarked, but as it was too late to mend
it in thefirst edition, it may still be found there.*
An English Nonconformist, I think the noted
Baptist Dr. Clifford, but perhaps another man,
whom therefore we will call Dr. Brown, declared
that in the course of his medieval readings he
had repeatedly found this title applied to the
Pope. Atthesametimehegavewarningto thepestilent Papists that he had no mind to submit to an
examination at their hands as to the genuineness
of his citations. If they could not take an honest
man at his word, they might go and be hanged.
However, as the persecuting brood, true sons of
Mary Tudor, would not be put off, but kept
raising the dreadful cry, so ominous to this sort
of folks: " Verify your references," the poor
man at last fairly turned and ran. At the last
accounts no further medieval readings " have
"
brought to light any other instances of » Our
Lord God the Pope." True, the Saviour, St.

:

*Some say that it has been copied

elsewhere.
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John x., 34, appeals to Psalm 82 (81 of the
ChurcCalendar.
Vulgate) as proof that it is no blasphemy to call
men "God" if they represent God; but the Cath- j
olic Church has never held it lawful to convert Sunday, Feb. 22.
Quinquagesima Sunday. Epistle, 1 Corina casual use into a settled title.
Mr. Lansing tells us that another title of the thians xiii. 1-13; gospel, St. Luke xviii. 31-43.
Pope is : "The Divine Majesty." Will he be so We turn our faces today towards the holy season
Wednesday will be Ash Wednesa
good as to give us the place ? Otherwise we of Lent; next
and
shall
be called upon to abide for forty
day,
we
just
picked
shall think that as he has
up another
man's falsehood, so here he may have invented days in spirit with our Lord apart from the
one of his own. I am by no means a great world, in the wilderness of the temptation, in
reader," but, on the most modest es-I the garden of Gethsemani, and on the Mount
" medieval
timate, I have read anyw-here from thirty to fifty of Calvary beside the cross. So, in the gospel
times as much Catholic literature as he has ever for today, we read how Jesus took unto Him the
twelve, and said to them: Behold, we go up to
dreamt of, and I have never found the phrase.
Another blasphemous title, he says, is "Prince Jerusalem, and all things shall be accomplished
of God." I have never seen it, but allowing the which were written by the prophets concerning
fact, pray what is there blasphemous in it ? the Son of Man. For He shall be delivered to
"Prince of God," of course means "Chief Digni- the Gentiles, and shall be mocked, and scourged,
have scourged
tary appointed by God." Have there not been and spit upon. And after they
Him
to
and the third
put
;
they
will
death
Him,
many such in the world? What were David and
again.
gospel adds :
shall
rise
Then
the
day
He
all his line but Princes of God"? What were
"
of
things,
understood
none
these
they
And
the High-priests but " Princes of God"? What
they
and
was
hid
from
and
them,
this
word
were the apostles, in the most eminent sense, but
things
understood
not
the
that
were
said.
Cen"Chief Dignitaries appointed of God," to whom
it were,
were promised twelve thrones, in token of their turies have passed away, but again, as
disciples,?to
our
Lord
calls
to
us
Blessed
His
dignity ?
by
Baphave
been
made
His
our
who
followers
Right or wrong, there is nothing blasphemous
in the Catholic belief that Christ has appointed tism, telling us of the journey which we must
a Chief Governor of His household. Even Lans- take with Him through life, treading in His footsteps on the rough road to the cross. It can no
ing's assurance would not venture to call High- longer be said that the wrord is hid from us, for
churchmen blasphemers in holding that our Lord the Passion and death of Jesus Christ are accomhas set a Chief Governor over each diocese. Yet plished facts, and it is a law of the Christian life,
if the less extensive title is not blasphemous, plainly defined and often repeated, that we must
if we would
neither is the more extensive. Here then we share our Lord's sufferings here
His heavenly joys hereafter. Like
upon
enter
have an insolent blasphemy against justice used
Him we must steadfastly set our faces to go to
to support a baseless charge of blasphemy Jerusalem. We must face our crosses, face our
duties, face our temptations. We must face the
against God.
Another blasphemous title, he tells us, is "Or- coming Lenten season, and ask ourselves, plainly
we are going to keep it.
acle of Religion." Now neither have I ever and practically, how
this matter is the lesson which
importance
The
of
seen this. Vet Catholics do esteem the Pope
wo would enforce from today's gospel, the downthe special oracle of religion. We all view cer- right, practical importance of definite, thorough
tain men as oracles of religion in an eminent work in these things. We ought to ask, each
sense. Some of us are certainly wrong, but an one of himself or herself today, What is my besin, my constant daily fault ? Is it anger,
error of fact need be no blasphemy. I have no sotting
speaking,
evil
irreverence, neglect of prayer, or
doubt that there are even people low enough in what? Then we should choose some practical
the intellectual and moral scale to esteem the way of fighting it as never before, in the coming
Rev. Isaac J. Lansing himself an oracle of relig- Lent. For instance, let us determine to ask
ion in a peculiar degree. Of course we should ourselves, each noon and each night, how many
profoundly pity such fatuity, and were there any times we have committed that fault, or how many
times conquered it, and then say an act of conreasonable prospect of recovery, should hope trition or an act of thanksgiving as the ease may
that it might come about by a temporary seclu- be; and add a special prayer for God's help each
sion, yet we should never think of calling these time. Secondly, let us ask ourselves truthfully
whether we can not fast; or, if we are dispensed
poor innocents blasphemers.
fasting, let us seek for sonic penance to take
from
Another blasphemous title, he says, is The
"
its place, some additional prayers, more careful
Most Holy Father." Now the Pope, we know, attendance at the Lenten services, more liberal
is called " The Holy Father," and in the Curia almsgiving, something real anyhow, to show that
his special title is <Santissimo, "The Most Holy.'' we desire to really keep this Lent in some
I have never seen the two blended, but if Lans- measure with our suffering Lord. We little
losing if we put away the
ing never strayed farther from the truth than this know what we are
thought and the practice of some kind of penance
he would be a rather harmless creature.
in this effeminate era. Surely, at least, it should
Now where does he find the blasphemy in the be only the very few, the very delicate, the very
tiantisshno'! Does he suppose it means that needy," who should ask to be released from the
the Pope, in his individual religious experience, ancient law of abstinence from meat. And why?
venerable Catholic habit to abis the holiest man in the world ? Of course he Because it is theLent;
because it is the discipline
stain
it
in
from
does not know, but we know, that this is impos- of self-will, of the lower appetites, and of ourevil
sible, since the Church forbids every Catholic, tendency to human respect; finally, because we
from the Pope down, to be certain that he is in are followers of Him Who for us fasted forty
a state of grace, unless he can prove a special days and forty nights, and sorely we ought
imitate Him in some definite measure. There
revelation of it, something which is not supposed to
are
great graces attached to devout fasting and
to come any more certainly to the Pope than to prayer.
However,
if it could mean Monday, Feb.
another Christian.
23.
this, the assumption would be immodestly confiSt. Peter Damian, Bishop, Confessor, and
dent, but not blasphemous. There is doubtless Doctor.
some holiest person in the world, and we do not Tuesday, Feb. 24.
know that it may not be the Pope.
St. Matthias, Apostle.
However, its" meaning is, as sanctus in the Wednesday, Feb. 25.
New Testament means, " specially dedicated to
Ash Wednesday. Fast.
the service of God." Now assuredly the Pope is Thursday, Feb. 26.
Chair of St. Peter at Antioch.
this in the Roman Catholic Church; therefore
Santissiiao expresses a simple fact of Church Priday, Feb. 27.
constitution. Nothing but sectariau malignity,
of the Passion of our Lord
individual or inherited, would find it blasphemous. Jesus Christ.
Saturday, Feb. 28«
Chablks C. Starbuck,
Of the Feria.
Andover, Ma**.
?

n»
Religous Maxims.
Sunday.

The strong constitutions of former days enabled
them to bear great labors and immense austerities. It
is almostthe contrary with us as regards bodily health.
And as the Author of all sanctity acts always in the
same manner and in the same spirit, we must
make up
for our deficiencies in that respect by an increase of
humility, patience, gentleness, and so on.
Prune thou thy words, thy thoughts control
That o'er thee swell and throng;
They will condense within thy soul
And change to purpose strong.
Monday.
Gentleness is not weakness. Firmness is necessary
in order to sever nature from grace. It must be, however, a firmness that knows how to separate without
making rents that it would be afterwards necessary to
mend. In this effeminate age, discipline can not be
managed without Christian energy.
Hut he who lets his feelings run
In soft, luxurious flow
Shrinks when hard service must be done,
And faints at every woe.
Tuesday,
Humility and charity are closely allied, and it is always those who are most detached and forgetful of
self who are also most ready to think of the wants of
others, even in little things. Jesus the Good Shepherd
has given His life for us who are His sheep. We can
give up comforts and vanities and all our little susceptibilities, and lay them at the feet of the Good Shepherd.

Faith's meanest deed more favor bears
Where hearts and wills are weighed,
Than brightest transports, choicest prayers,
Which bloom their hour and fade.
Wednesday.
Be very faithful. Take up and bear your cross with
courage. Jesus will help yon to carry it. Your resignation and struggles endear you to our Lord. Let us
go on doing all the good, such as it may be, which
God requires of us; and, the more obstacles we meet
with, so much the more let us trust in Him.
Yet, Lord, in memory's fondest place
I shrine those seasons sad,
When, looking up, I saw Tby Face
In kind austereness clad.
Thursday.
If you wish to be perfect, you will remain peacefully
to the cross. It would not be right to allow
yourself to be overcome by your fears. Drive them
away; they would wound the Heartof our Lord, who
loves us so much, and shows it by sending such excruciating trials.
I would not miss one sigh or tear,

nailed

Heart-pang or throbbing brow;
the chastisement severe,
Sweet is its memory now.
There let the fragrant scars abide,
Love-tokens in Thy stead,
Faint shadows of the spear-pierced side
And thorn-encompass'd Head.
Sweet was

Friday.

On the eve of her martyrdom St. Perpetua saw in a
dream a ladder, the foot of which rested on earth
whilst its top reached to God; but a dragon guarded
the steps of this ladder, and obstructed her ascent.
Without fear she placed her foot on the head of the
monster and made it the first step in her heavenward
course. Do as she did; despise the serpent, set your
foot on his head, and you will in that wayadvance vic-

toriously to perfection.
And such Thy tender force be still.
When self would swerve or stray;
Shaping to truth the forward will
Along Thy narrow way.
.Saturday.
We really do live in times when nature has the upper band of grace. What is to be done with such soft
material? We ought to be making gigantic strides.
The humdrum course of a semi-perfect life can not answer in these days. The craving to save souls and to
assist the Church must produce in our hearts burning
desires to help it. The harvest is immense. What a
field opens to our labors. Nothing, then, for self; but
all for God, and for souls in God.
Raise up thine eyes?be strong.
Nor cast away
The crown that God has givsu
Thy soul today!
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indicates, the lord bishop of Ripon in his "Introduction to the Study of the Scriptures," and "six Oxford
tutors, all of them clergymen of the Church of England,"
in a recently published volume of lectures deITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES livered by them, appear to be falling, as well as the
Westminster Abbey shorteners of the Athanasian
The Ripon Episode.
In the January number of the Nineteenth Century
and After, Walter R. Cassels has an article on the recent and sadly notorious "Ripon Episode," which has
the effect of opening one's eyes more widely to the
truth of Dr. Shahan's statement, in his "Century of
Catholicism," that the Anglican Establishment is being "gradually undermined by an infidelity that can
not be checked." Mr. Cassels speaks of the surprise
and horror expressed by many churchmen and laymen, and even by the general press, in regard to some
reported utterances of Dean Fremantle of Ripon,
which were made at a meeting of the Churchmen's
Union, Oct. 29, IPO2, concerning the birth of our
Blessed Lord from a virgin mother, and also concerning His resurrection and His ascension. These utterances, says Mr. Cassels, "were described as blasphemous, and the keenest indignation was expressed
against a dignitary of the Church who could avow
such opinions and still continue in his sacred office
and recite the creeds." This excitement seems to Mr.
Cassels to be in itself somewhat extraordinary, considering the fact that a certain system of criticism,
technically known as the "higher criticism," has been
going on for years, which "has revolutionized former
ideas regarding the books of the Old Testament, and
undermined the foundations of the New, without exciting either surprise or alarm, until some passing expressions of a Dean attract unexpected attention."
Still, he admits that "to any one unacquainted with
the critical work of our time, the utterances in question may well have appeared startling, and it may be
very interesting to set them clearly forth, and consider some remarkable circumstances immediately
connected with them in the Church in England.". To
the Catholic mind such remarks as Dean Fremantle
made, or was reported to have made, strike at the
very foundations of the Christian faith, and awaken
gravesurmise as to the further developments to be expected from such evident deflections from the faith.
And further developments have already appeared. On
Christmas Day, as we read in the New York Churchman, the Athanasian Creed was sung at Westminster
Abbey in what was described as a "shortened form in
which no statement in regard to the doctrines of the
Trinity and the Incarnation had been omitted or
changed." Nevertheless, this new form omittedthe
first two clauses of the Athanasian Creed and the
clause, "He therefore that will be saved," etc.;?it
shortened the two following clauses to this one: "Furthermore, we believe and confess that our Lord Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, is God and man"; omitting
the words: "It is necessary to everlasting salvation
that he also believe rightly the Incarnation of our
Lord Jesus Christ"; finally, this "shortened form"
ended with the words, "From whence He shall come
to judge the quick and the dead," and omitted the
last three clauses of the Creed, including that relating
to the resurrection and eternal punishment.

Destructive Criticism.
What will the next step be in the already grievously
divided and sorely troubled Anglican fold? Must not
ask
really earnest and thoughtful men be forced to
themselves: In what vital and clearly defined centre
do* Catholic truth and Christian unity find their actual
and fundamental support, when the old beliefs in our
Lord's miraculous acts and His life as narrated in the
gospels are thus brought into question? How far these
things have gone the Sunday-School Times of Philadelphia has pointed out in a recent strong article on the
"EncyclopaediaBiblica," asserting that the writers in
that work "are perfectly sure that the older views
concerning the Bible are false, and perfectly
sure that a large part of the affirmations of the
Old and New Testaments are untrue"; and that,
"on most other points they have their doubts."
For instance, they would have us understand
that "probably the historical person Moses never
existed, and that the Israelites were never in Egypt,"
that "we can not, perhaps, venture to assert
positively that there was a city called Nazareth in
Jesus' time"; ?and moreover, that "the New Testament account of Paul is largely legendary." Their
theory is that the Bible can be subjected to the
demands of modern criticism like any other book;
while God, and His truth, and miraclesand inspiration are absolutely ignored, as having no place in
the researches of mortal men; regardless of the
fact that science and criticism alike change with the
changing years, but that God and His truth actually
and absolutely exist, and are eternal and changeless.
Into the meshes of this destructive criticism, not only
Dean Fremantle of Ripon, but, as Mr. Cassels carefully

Creed.

Mr. Halloek and Authority.
That clear and clever writer, W. H. Mallock, who
so often and ably stands forth as a champion of the
Catholic Church though he still remains, alas ! outside
her fold, has pointed out, with singular force and
skill, in his work already mentioned in the Review
sometime ago, "Doctrine and Doctrinal Development," the fact that Protestants as such have no real
ground on which to oppose thesepresent attacks upon
the Bible, hitherto their bulwark and support. He
includes among Protestants the Ritualists who disdain
the title; and his reason is that they, though often
supposed to be very slightly different from us in
essentials, really do differ like other Protestants, and
like them protest against us, on " the most fundamental and essential point of all," ?a point held by
Mr. Mallock to be of tremendous importance at the
present religious crisis, ?"the theory of authority."
He claims that the whole religious system can
alone surely rest on the assumption, made by the
Catholic Church today, that she is " a teaching body,
a corporation, that never dies, (but) always has been,
is, and always will be, infallible." An authoritative,
unfailing and infallible voice speaking in every age
with certainty and distinctness, is needed to unfold
and develop supernatural truth, and such a voice is
claimed on earth by the Catholic Church only. Moreover, she does not alter, she never will alter, the faith
once delivered to the saints as contained in her venerable Creeds; but as occasion arises, she clearly and
authoritatively develops and throws light upon their
meaning. Mr. Mallock says, in relation to this matter: " Let us take for example the question of the
inspiration of the Scriptures. The exact sense in
which they are inspired Rome has never yet defined;
but the fact that Rome is irrevocably committed to
the doctrine that they are inspired in some sense that
no other writings are, and is ready to re-affirm this as
often as circumstances may require, allows Roman
theologians much greater freedom of thought in dealing with the speculative problem of what inspiration
is, than is possible for Protestants, unless, like our
Broad Churchmen, they are prepared to surrender the
doctrine of special inspiration altogether." This is
only natural, for theCatholic theologian knows that the
power that gave its authority to the Creeds " has
continued to speak, whenever its speech was necessary,
with equal precision up to the present day, and will
continue to do so, with ever-increasing fulness, up to
the day when the life of the Church shall end."

The Church and Sciences.
The claim of many Anglicans that the Church once
spoke authoritatively by its General Councils, but for
centuries has failed thus to speak, Mr. Mallock pulverizes thus: " The very fact that Rome is able, with
the most rigid logic, to offer itself to the world as an
infallible teaching body, whilst none of the Churches
that have seceded from it can even pretend to do so,
is in itself evidence of a very striking kind that if any
Church had ever any teaching power at all, the claim
of Rome to represent that Church is sound.
It is only now, when men find themselves planted by
modern knowledge in a new world unknown to the
theologians and the apologists of the past, that, desiring still to retain the heritage of their ancient faith,
they realize the full necessity for the guidance of a
living teacher, whose authority is not indeed opposed
to that of science, but is independent of it, and though
not contradicting anything which science demonstrates,
is able to assure us of the truth of events and things
which science alone could not even render probable."
Mr. Mallock maintains that the Catholic Church alone
is able to define and defend supernatural doctrine " In
a world which is robbing it one by one of what once
seemed the objective proofs of it, whilst objective
proofs of facts of another kind multiply," because
such definition and defence can be made "by one
.a
means only,?by means of a Church which is
living organism, always supernaturally and always
infallibly guided and the only Church which answers
to this description is the Roman Church." Upon this
point he insists, and he makes it bear upon exactly
such questions as Mr. Cassels introduces in his article
on the Ripon episode. "The witness," says Mr.
Mallock, " the witness which the supernatural Organism bears to the authority of the Biblical books, and
the reality of Christ's miraculous nature and actions,
exhibits itself to us as a witness similar to that of an
individual who, being alive at the present day, was
alive also when Christ lived, and, with eyes super-
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naturally open, saw all the mysteries of His birth,
life, death, resurrection, and return to heaven, and
perpetually re-attests their truth out of the fulness of
an unerring memory."
Illusions and Protestants.
Mr. Mallock ends his book by saying that his aim
therein has been no more than this,?to show the
Protestant, and especially the Anglican Protestant, of
today, bewildered by doubts and difficulties, that if
this voice of the Organic Church be illusory, all
doctrinal Christianity?the miracle of Christ's birth
and death, the miracle of the Resurrection and of the
Atonement, regarded as objective truths, are equally
illusory also." Mr. Cassels' article may be fairly considered corroboratory of Mr. Mallock's position so
plainly stated, for he says, in regard to the lord bishop
of Ripon and the six Oxford tutors, "all of them clergymen of the Church of England," whose writings he
notices: " I hope I may be allowed to express my own
sincere respect for the writers, who are eminently able
and honest men. No one obliged them to express
themselves in this manner, but at a time when the
Church may be said to be passing through a period of
great spiritual difficulty, they have voluntarily stepped
forth to help the weaker and more troubled brethren,
and provide them with spiritualizedviews of doctrines
regarding which their minds have been of late rudely
shaken, and they have done this with singular ability
and still more singular candor. But they have_ had to
make bricks without straw, of which no abiding city
can be built. If they have led the doubting into a
seeming paradise of rest, it is one, unfortunately, from
which they may any day be expelled by the Angel of
Truth with two-edged sword, and it seems to me both
right and expedient that warning of this should be
given

"
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The City of Hartford.
The New England Magazine for February contains a
finely illustrated article on the city of Hartford, Conn.
No less than thirty-four pictures of noted citizens,
public buildings, private dwellings, etc., help to render attractive the twenty-five pages devoted to the
beautiful and celebratedcity which has been called the
"Gem of New England." Lying prominently on the
highway between Springfieldand New York, it easily
draws the attention of the traveler to its prouounced
queenliness of aspect and of situation; and for those
whose only acquaintance with the city has been that
of the admiring passer-by in a swiftly-moving train,
this article affords peculiar pleasure as giving closer
acquaintance with so fascinating a place. It is only
natural for the Catholic reader or traveler to wonder
what part his great mother Church has had in the
making of so noble a New England metropolis, but if
he were to trust to this magazine article alone, he
would suppose her part to be but small. Not one picture relates to her work or to her children, unless the
name Keney attached to a park and tower gives a
possible but none too probable a clue. In the reading
matter we find simply this information: "Hartford
became the episcopal see of the Roman Catholic
Church of Connecticut in 1843. The Right Rev. William Tyler was the first bishop. There are now five
parishes in the city. St. Joseph's Cathedral on Farmington avenue, built of brownstone, was dedicated in
1878 and it is a conspicuous and impressive edifice.
Right Rev. Michael Tierney is the highly esteemed
bishop of Hartford." The writer then goes on to say,
withoutso much as the break of a paragraph between:
"Probably no city of its size in the country has been so
free from religious dissensions and has manifested
greater liberality in its Christian fellowship." Having
a "Catholic Directory" close at hand, it occurred to us,
not unnaturally, to turn to its pages, and see for ourselves whether it might not be possible to discover by
its means a little more about the work of the Catholic
Church in Hartford. The result was not such as to
make us deeply sensible of any remarkable "liberality
of Christian fellowship" as manifested in this special
paper on Hartford, whatever the sentiment in the city
itself might be.
The Catholic Church in Hartford.
Besides St. Joseph's Cathedral, with its staff of five
clergymen, its two chapels, and its schools of nearly
1,000 children, boys and girls, taught by sixteen
Sisters of Mercy, there are in Hartford nine churches,
and three chapels with resident chaplains. The
churches are: St. Patrick's with four clergymen, a
convent and chapel, a school of over one thousand
boys and girls, taught by twenty-four Sisters of Mercy;
St. Peter's, four priests, a school of about 900 pupils
taught by eighteen Sisters of Mercy, a convent and
chapel; St. Ann's Church for the French, with aschool
taught by Sisters of St. Joseph; the church of the
Sacred Heart for the Germans; St. Anthony's Church
for the Italians; St. Lawrence O'Toole's Church, the
church of the Immaculate Conception, and (in Park
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ville) the church of Our Lady of Sorrows. Here then
are ten parishes in all, with resident pastors. But, in
addition to this, we find in Hartford, 1. St. Thomas'
Preparatory Seminary, with sixty-nine students; 2.
the motherhouse, preparatory college, and seminary
of the Missionary Fathers of La Salette; 3. the
motherhouse of the Sisters of Mercy, with a seminary

boarding-school, academy, and high school for girls,
and having 285 professed Sisters in connection with
the community, not to mention novices, and postulants, and lay Sisters; 4. St. James' Orphan Asylum,(in
West Hartford) and 5. St. Mary's Home for the Aged,
with 103 inmates, both in charge of Sisters of Mercy;
0. the provincial house and novitiate for the Sisters of
St. Joseph, and 7. their St. Francis Hospital; 8. a
house of the Good Shepherd on Sisson avenue, lately
established. Might not some extended mention of all
this great work of religion have found place in the
New England Magazine of February ? And among the
many illustrations might not space have been found
for some of Catholic interest, and especially for that
magnificent structure of which any city should be
proud, St. Joseph's Cathedral ? In May, 1895, the
Review gave to its readers a description, in picture
and in print, of this " massive and majestic pile, that
rears its square-capped towers one hundred and fifty
feet above the pavement, early Gothic in design and
with the Latin cross formation; one of the most magnificent pieces of church architecture in the United
States." Mr. William Dc Loss Love would by no
means have derogated from thevalue of his fine paper,
?he would, indeed, have greatly enhanced its value,
had he shown a little more breadth of view (in more
senses than one) in his choice of subjects.
?

ANHERO.
UPBLISHED
Under the above heading, Charles M. Skinner gives
in the Independent the following account of a Catholic
priest, and the sacrifice he made when disaster came
upon the people:?
Father Piitz is the only Catholic priest on the island of St. Vincent, in the West Indies. When the
terrible explosion of the Soufriere volcano occurred,
last May, this clergyman was at Kingstown, at the
southern end of the island, beyond the zone of devastation by steam and mud and blistering ash. Many
were killed in that eruption, scores survived only to
suffer from burns and blows of falling stones, while
hundreds were made homeless and driven to distant
settlements for shelter and food, their cabins burned,
their little gardens blighted in the rush of scalding,
sulphurous vapor, the mills and plantations where
they had worked buried under a million tons of dust
and scoria. The poor blacks were dazed with grief
and pain, and they were in sorry need. The land was
filled with the cry of the children.
"Now Father Piitz is a quiet, modest, sunny man.
who is pastor of so small a church that he has a task
to keep his people together. The money he received
for his service was little, for, like all of the Antilles,
St. Vincent is poor, the people in few instances earning more than a quarter of a dollar a day for mechanic
labor, and but ten or fifteen cents for work in thefields.
Yet he had managed to save a penny here and twopence there, because it was the hope of his life to go
back to Germany, his old home, and see his friends
and kin before he died. He had been separatedfrom
them for years, and as the pennies increased
to shillings, and the shillings at awesome intervals grew to pounds, he began to dream glad
dreams of the day when he would actually set sail
for the old country. His joy was near, for he had
enough now for his steamer passage, and lacking
a few shillings for the expenses of the trip. In
a few weeks he would be in Germany; he would sit at.
meat with old friends; he would hear his native speech;
he would see smiles of welcome on remembered faces;
he would breathe an air of freedom; he would throw
care aside, and for the first time in years he would
have rest.
" In the day of shaking and thunder and darkness
he learned that 1,500 of the natives of the island had
been slain, that the northern third of St. Vincent was
a smoking desert, that thousands of survivors, some
barely able to move or be moved, were retreating
across the hills, a hungry, frightened army. Father
Piitz went to the bank, drew out every penny of his
savings and placed the sum in the hands of the officials.
'Give this to thepeople who need,' said he.
" The ship that had so often taken him to Germany
in his imagination slipped away in the night. The sun
that should have risen among the lindens still rose
above the palms. It was only the silent birds of the
tropics that stirred the leaves, not the singing larks
and the flute-throated starlings. Instead of happy
days, days of friendliness and cheer, the priest saw
before him months of duty, months of hardship, years,
perhaps a lifetime of imprisonment in his exile, the
final, cruel disappointment of his hope. But there,was
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no repining, no complaint. He went about his work most of them, people are generally acquainted broadly.
with a smiling face. In the greater suffering of the There are, however, some special congregations of

people he forgot his own. His dreams had faded, the ' rHigieux '?priest and freres banded together?who
clouds had fallen, but a ray from heaven pierced the fall under the present ban, and with whose exploits
darkness on that day and lighted a halo on the head of many are less conversant. It may interest your readFather Putz."
ers to learn a few facts of a body of such men, who,

SPANISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE
AMERICANS.

ARE GOOD

Among the reasons advanced by those who oppose
the admission of New Mexico as a state of the Union,
none is more persistently presented than this that
Spanish is the mother-tongue of the majority of those
who dwell in that territory?that, therefore, they are
essentially foreign and un-American, and not to be
trusted with statehood. Charles F. Lummis, in Out
West, very efficiently answers this objection. He
says:
" As to the language, there are not so many people
in New Mexico who speak Spanish as there are people
in Ohio or Wisconsin who talk German when they can
do as they prefer, though there is a greater proportion.
The multitudes of Poles and Hungarians in Pennsylvania and other coal-mining states; the Canadian
French in New England; the Italian and Yiddish and
Swedish and German one hears in various eastern comaren't the mighty gastric juices of the remunities
public at work on these? In Cincinnati, surrounded
with English-speaking associates, thousands of mighty
good American people still talk German by choice
when they have a chance. In New Mexico, the preponderance of nativity is all the other way; and then
the unhumorous descendant of thd people that have to
be trepanned wonders why every one hasn't already
forgotten his native tongue in joy of the English 1 And
Senator Beveridge, I believe, is of them that expect to
make English the language of the Philippines!
"Now so far as a rather extraordinary experience
teaches, this outcry against the territories for their
linguistic impertinence comes almost exclusively from
people who themselves know only one language and
that, most of them, no better than the law allows.
Spanish isn't fatal. Several good men have spoken it
and stillsurvived to the appointed span. Even a Yankee may be immune. And I think I can find in New
Mexico about twice as many persons who talk two
languages as Senator Beveridge can find in Indianapolis; and about four times as many who can get along
in three.
"'But it isn't American.' Sho! Neither is ignorance. Eighty years before English was spoken anywhere in the New World, this other European tongue
was talked in what is now United States?to say nothing of the equally historic fact that earlier yet it had
reached over most of the habitable parts of the two
continents. To this day it is current over a larger
area in America than English is. So it isn't so un.
American as some. New Mexico had Christianity and
civilization before New England had. And without
insisting upon other even more odious historic comparisons, New Mexico has taught the nation more
about so simple a thing as farming than New England
?and Indiana?ever did. When more 'Americans' fill
up New Mexico, the natives will learn English quite as
fast, with relation to environment,as the Germans or
French learn it in eastern states. A senator ought not
to need to be reminded of this.
"As a sheer matter of fact?and perhaps it is not immodest to doubt if any person now extant is familiar
with a larger number of them? the Spanish-speaking
people of New Mexico are as good Americans as we
need. They are a decent, God-fearing, law-respecting,
hospitable, gentle people. And an intensely patriotic
one. Doubtless it escaped Senator Beveridge's memory that they saved the West to the Union. As Yon
Moltke saw and said, the ' joint in our backbone' was
the Rio Grande valley. Even the confederates guessed
a little of this. The North was handsfull with troubles
of its nearer own, and did nothing. But when Sibley
came up the Rio Grande to split the Union, New Mexico sent him homebaffled. Glorieta was a good deal
more significant and far-reaching than many battles
wherein a hundred times as many were slain, and battles that people have heard of. Enough 'rebels' were
killed; and the South heard of it, if the North did not.
And the man who saved that great day was a noble old
New Mexican who couldn't talk English Colonel
Manuel Chaves."
?

?

?

?

?

THE KIND OF MEN WHOM COMBES IS
BANISHING FROM FRANCE.
The Protestant correspondent of a Protestant paper,
Living Church, writing from France, speaks as
follows of the religious orders against which theFrench
governmentis carrying on its infamous campaign:?
" The general subject of crusade against the Congregations brings up naturally the merits and services
of the different bodies attacked. With the work of

the

from their fulcrum in France, have made the other
side of the world especially theirfield of labor; whose
names are indeed much betterknown in Australia, and
the islands of Oceania, that they are in France itself.
Such are the Congregation of the ' Marists.' The
Marists are a modern body ; their work is less often
quoted in papers and periodicals than that of others
with greater antiquity and more sounding names in the
roll. But they have, none the less, done devoted and
true missionary work in the sense of the very first

evangelizers.
In 1790, a young priest from the Beaujolais named
Colin, who from a child had the fixed idea to found a
new institution for evangelizing, set to work to carry
out his determination. His first disciple was his
brother. He strove, worked, prayed, and convinced
others. The small society grew. It took the name of
'Marie.' In 1822, having put himself into communication with the Holy See, Colin received from Pope
Pius VII. a laudatory and permissive 'brief.' After
this P6re Colin held the post of director of the seminary at Belley, where instruction became one of his

"

necessary duties.
"Now came the 'occasion' which launched the
Marists on their special work. The Holy See asked,
in 1836, of the Society of the Propaganda at Lyons

whether they had not a man, or men, who could work
in Western Oceania, a district that the Congregation
at Rome specially desired to be cultivated.
" Colin and his friends were signaled out, and the
proposal made to them 'to go.' It was accepted with
generousfervor. This was the beginning of a mission
that has been actively worked ever since.
" The Marists soon became a household word in
that far-off part of the world. In some of the islands
where their work lay, the inhabitants were known
cannibals, so the prospect was not alluring. Certainly
several of the number of devoted missionariessuffered
martyrdom for their cause. This body especially
ministers to the wants of New Caledonia, and the convicts sent thither from France. This has, from a kind
of unwritten tradition, become their particular task.
" The islands of the archipelagoes of the ' Navigators ' and of Tidji have been worked and converted
entirely by them.
" New Zealand owes its early Christianizing influences to them. Besides such far-off stations, the
Marists have centres of work in London, Dublin, and
Louisiana, and a college at Jefferson, as well as several
houses in France."

Correspondence.
Says the "Western Watchman" Was Mistaken.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 13,1903.
Editor Review:?
In your issue of Jan. 31 you quoted from the Western
Watchman a rumor to the effect that the six churches in
Chicago have publicly repudiated Mrs. Eddy and her
teaching and have re-incorporated under another name.
Will you kindly say to your readers that every Christian Scientist in the six churches in Chicago is still loyal
to Mrs. Eddy and her teaching, and there is no ground
whatever for this rumor, unless perchance, it has grown
out of the fact that the Chicago Scientists have been
obliged to organize another society to take care of the
overflow from those already in existence there? I have
just been informed that on last Sunday the new society
held its first service with nine hundred people present.
Alfkkd Fablow,

On Growing Old.
Dobchmtbb, Feb. 11, 1903.
Editor Review:?
The letter on "Growing Old " in your'paper of Feb. 7
recalls the charming lines by Louisa J. Hall, quoted in
the fine " Selections " arranged by Miss Emma F. Carey
for every day in the year, pape 114. They"may be new to
some of your readers.
my heart, wilt thou grow old!
" Never,
My hair is white, my blood rang cold,
And one by one my powers depart,
But youth sits smiling in my heart.

'\Down hill the path of age ? Ob no I

Up, up, with patient steps I go;
I watch the skies fast brightening there;
I breathe a sweeter, purer air.

Beside my path small tasks spring up,
" Though
but to hand the cooling cap.
Speak the true word of hearty cheer,
Tell the lone soul that God is near.
on, my heart, and grow not old ;
" Beat
And when thy pnlses all are told,
Let me, though working, loving still.
Kneel as I meet my Maker's will."

FuWtaMOrend omen.
*f
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member of the Chapter. We hope to be
very faithful to our Promises.
It was your talk to the children about
the feast of the Holy Name, printed January, 1902, which made us want to join your
League. A little boy brought the paper to
school. Mary Doyle brought the one with
the squirrel story in it. Then we thought
we would like to be your nieces and
nephews. Before closing we said a big
prayer for Uncle Jack, and we hope all the
Chapters will do the same. "Jesus, Holy
Child" was then sung, and we went home.
Your loving niece,
Maky Barnes.
Act of Consecration.
O most holy and amiable Jesus I Who
didst become a child for us, and Who hast
said, "Suffor little children to come unto
Me and forbid them not," we come to consecrate ourselves to Thy service. Receive
us, O Divine Jesus, and grant that, lik«
Thee, we may grow in wisdom and grace
as we advance in age. May our hearts,
which we this day offer to Thee, never be
stained by the guilt of mortal sin, and may
they be daily more pleasing in Thy sight
and that of Thy Blessed Mother,until it
shall be our happy lot to hear Then say to
us those consoling words :"Come,ye Blessed
of My Father, possess the kingdom pre.
pared for you from ail eternity." Amen.

Here is a letter which Uncle Jack is
greatly pleased to receive from East
Cambridge. But he will be still more
pleased if the brave little writer will go
right to work, and found a whole
Chapter of the League of the Little Defenders like himself. Try now, Michael.
See how splendidly the Chapter in California is doing. We print their names
They make the same
after yours.
promise.
Juniperro Serra Chapter,
Eist Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 12, 1903.
California.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Kern, Cab, Feb. 5, 1903.
I promise not to take the Holy Name in Dear Uncle Jack:
vain by cursing or swearing or using bad
I suppose you will be surprised to hear
word*.
from the California Chapter.
I promise to use my infln«no« to pnrsiiadn
We received the cards you sent us and
ethers to join with me in defending the thank you very much for them. Please
Holy Name from insult.
send us five more cards. We have twentyI promise to say to myself (not aloud) eight members now. We have named the
whenever I hear anyone swear, " God's Chapter the Juuiperro Serra Chapter. The
Name be praised."
dues were fixed at five cents a month. The
Michael Josefh Hopkins.
meetings are held on the first Sunday of
themonth. All the meetings we have held
Junlperro Serra Chapter, L.D.H.N. were enjoyed by all. The prayer was said
and the Promise repeated by all. Then the
Kern City, Kern Co., California.
Lewis J. Gwynn, Founder.
business was transacted. The meeting
Albert Cuneo, President.
closed at four o'clock.
Eight of the children had their pictures
Lewis J. Gwynn, Secretary.
, Treasurer.
taken, one of which I am sending you.
Members.
Will you please send me the Manual?
Jennie Boisseranc,
The"creambuds"are little white flowers
Bruna Anso,
Correnah Bernard, Augusta Boisseranc, with a very disagreeable odor.
Speedy Cansio,
Oil was discoveredin the Kern River disCharles Cesmat,
Frank Cuneo,
trict in this way. A man was starting to drill
Albert Cuneo,
Rosie Cuneo,
for water when he saw that the drill was
Willie Cuneo,
caught. He took a shovel and commenced
Lewis Gwynn,
Tereasa Goss,
Joe Larios,
to loosen the soil. Just then a stream of
Lawrence Khul,
Charles Morrel,
Julia Morrel,
thick black liquid shot into the air. An
Emma Monyea,
oil man was passing at the time, and he
Mary Monyea,
Thomas Murray,
looked at the liquid and said it was oil.
Stanley Mouser,
Jean Phillip,
Kern is one hundred and seventy miles
MaryO'Boyle,
from the seacoast, and it is three hundred
Marcella Phillip, Izma Semorile,
and fourteen miles from San Francisco.
Norman Semorile, Addie Sharbonna,
Kern'is a place of aboutthroe thousand popAgnes Sharbonna, Annie Zillinger.
ulation- It has two schools, hotels, and
Again.
many other stores and offices.
Watertown
I was in Boston this summer and called
Watertown, Mass., Feb. 9, 1903.
on you, but was told that you were away.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Now I will close.
I want to form a Chapter of Little DeYour loving nephew,
fenders of the Holy Name. I go to St.
Lewis J. Gwynn.
my
Fabian
is
School.
Sister
Patrick's
much.
very
teacher. I like her
Ash Wednesday and Lent.
I have a dog named Towser. I have an
angora cat with hair on it three inches
Uncle Jack has a word to say to his
long.
nieces and nephews about keeping Lent.
Dear Uncle Jack, I hope I may be always Children do not have to fast, but that
Your loving nephew,
does not excuse them from keeping
Paul McGowen.
Lent in some way, and how many of you
Uncle Jack welcomes his new nephew try to think anything about it? Uncle
heartily. He advises him to consult
Jack wants to suggest to you two things.
good Sister Fabian, as to whether he had The first is, to say one extra prayer each
better try to form a new Chapter of
day; for instance, "Jesus, meek and
Little Defenders, or join one already
humble of heart, make my heart like
started in Watertown. And if he does unto Thine"; and if you say it several
form a Chapter, Uncle Jack advises him times day,
a
that will be better still. The
to get Sister to help him to go according second is, to make one little act of kindto the rules in the Manual.
ness or of self-denial every day, in honor
of the Sacred Heart. Could you not
Holy Child Chapter, Watertown.
give up candy through Lent, and spend
Watertown, Mass., Feb. 16, 1903.
the pennies thus saved in making someDear Uncle Jack:?
body happy? Could you not deny yourmeeting
Child
held
a
Chapter
Holy
The
selves a little play, and make time for
last week. We opened the meeting by rethe Way of the Cross? Could you not
citing the Act of Consecration which I enwrote
it.
After
this
help
The
mother in many little ways, so that
president
close.
we each wrote the Promises. Each child she could get to church more easily?
read them aloud, and signed his name. Just think about all this.
Then we elected officers. I was made
treasurer, and I hope the National Safe
Washington's Birthday.
will soon be full, for there are many things
Dorchester, Feb. 17,1903.
we want.
This week you will receive the copy of Dear Uncle Jack:
the Promises made, with the age of each When I was a little girl like your nieces,
?

?

?

?
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we children used to listen to the story of
George Washington, and the apple tree,
and the hatchet, and how he said, I can
not tell a lie, I did it with my little hatchet"
and we thought it was not only a true story,
but that it gave us a pattern to follow. It
made us more determined than ever to tell
the truth, no matter what might happen,
even if we got into trouble for it. Anyhow,
I know I grew up to feel, that whatever
bad thing I might possibly do, one thing I
could not do, and that was, tell a lie.
Somehow it seems to me nowadays, that
some people who think themselves very
learned are inclined to doubt the dear old
stories we used to love, to ridicule George
Washington's hatchet and his boyish
speech, to make jokes about it. They don't
want us to believe about Romulus and
Remus (unless it's Uncle Remus!) nor
about William Tell and the apple, nor even
about the saints! It's a sin and a shame,

An Heroic Priest.

Boston, Feb. 16, 1903.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I read in a paper from far-away New
Zealand that a Jesuit priest, the Rev. T.
McEnroe, S J., died in North Sydney on
Christmas Evefrom the effects of his heroic
endeavor to save a boy's life. At the inquest it was shown that the good Father was
out on a certainroad on that very Christmas
Eve, and he saw ahorse come wildly rushing along theroad, dragging a cartin which
a young lad was sitting. Father McEnroe
sprang forward, and iried to stop the
horse; in so doing, he was knocked down,
his skull was fractured, and in two hours
he died. He was sixty-eight years old.
The sad story made me think how many
brave things our good priests are doing all
the time for people. They go into prisons,
and smallpoxhospitals, and on battlefields;
nothing can terrify them, or keep them
isn't it, Uncle Jack ?
away from those who need thftir help. I
birthday
So now that Washington's
is am afraid we are not half enough thankful
here again, I just want to say to our Little to them for all they do for us.
Defenders, who have promised to say no
at.
bad words:?
Remember Always That Lies ark Bad
A Faithful Parrot.
Words.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Don't mind who laughs. The real laugh
Here is a true story about a parrot, taken
is with those who win ; and if we don't win from a New York paper.
earthly things, we shall win God's blessThe members of the family of Moses W.
ing for telling the truth. And especially Zipkin, of number 281 Grand street, say
we Catholics who are in God's true Church,
that they owe their lives to the quick wit
how careful we ought to be that everyone of a parrot which has been the pet of the
can say of us: "That's a boy, or a girl, on
family for years.
whose word I can depend." What a noble
Zipkin and his family,?his wife Yetta,
thing it is to havepeople say, of those with
son Harry, daughter Rosie, and Abe
his
whom they have any dealing, that "their Stein, Mrs. Zipkin's brother,?occupy the
word is as good as their bond."
second floor.
Keep in mind the lines under the bust of
Shortly after three o'clock one morning,
Charles Russell Lowell in Memorial Hall,
flames,
which evidently had been smolderCambridge, worth a journey to the place to
ing a long time, burst from the ceiling in
read:
the front room, where the parrot was kept
He followed Truth, and found her
" With
in a cage snspended from the ceiling.
danger's .sweetness round her;
When the fire broke out, the parrot
So loved her that he died for her."
screamed, "Get up! Get up! It's six
than
of
our
national
any
One far nobler
o'clock!" which were the only words it
heroes said, long ago, " I am the Truth."
Two dogs, which the family owned,
For His dear sake, Little Defenders, al- knew. to bowl, and the whole family imbegan
ways tell the truth and be always ashamed
mediately awakened.
of a lie.
Zipkin and his wife grabbed the dogs,
J. K.
and followed the others in a rush to the
street, leaving the parrot to its fate. The
Heroism.
two children ran around the corner to the
Dear Uncle Jack:
Eldridge street station, and notified SerI read in a noted English periodical geant McAdam of the fire, and a policeman
about a little dog that a crowd was chasing was sent out to turn in the alarm. When
for mad down the street, pelting it with the firemen arrived, th« ceiling had fallen,
anything that was at hand. They came to but the fire was .quickly put out, with a
a stand in front of a shop window, formloss of about $400.
ing, as the paper says, " an excited ring
Afterwards, a search was made for the
around the battered, wild eyed little object parrot, and it was found alive, although the
in their midst, all willing to wound it, but cage was almost burned up.
greatly afraid to strike except at long
Now wouldn't you think, Unole Jack,
range." So you see that they were afraid
that those people would have " grabbed "
of the poor little dog, afterall.
the parrot as well as the dogs ? I think I
Then, out from the shop door, there should!
came a young army officer; and he forced
Yours faithfully,
his way through the crowd, and there he
Narrator.
stood for a moment, gazing down at the
forlorn little wretch that was crouching in
Letter from Dedham.
the mud. Then he muttered, I don'C believe he is mad," and he stooped, and Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter to you. I belong
snatched up the poor trembling dog in his
to St. Mary's Chapter in Dedham. I go
brave, kind grasp.
"The crowd caught their breath," says to the Ames School. I am nine years old.
the story, " (it is a curious sound when lam in the filth grade. The studies I like
three hundred men do that together), and best are history, music and arithmetic.
the young man, passing through them as My teacher's name is Miss Rinn. I like
they surged back from him and the horror her very much.
Our meetings have not been regular on
in his arms, slipped away down a side
it
account
of sickness in the families of the
proved
mad,
The
was
not
so
dog
;
street."
and his preserver lived, we are told, to members. We had the meeting at my
elect new
face dangers less alarming in Africa; but house last Wednesday. We
the writer of the anecdote says that he officers next month. Hoping to see my
really thinks in his own heart that the letter in print, I remain,
Your loving niece,
young man was by no means sure, when
Margaret Scarry.
he did that brave deed, that the dig was
not mad ;but he faced the danger as brave
Uncle Jack is delighted to hear again
men face battle, with a sort of joy in the from the St. Mary's Chapter of Dedham,
very peril itself.
and to learn that they are still at work.
I have read another story of a really mad lie has not forgotten them, oh no! How
dog, and I like it even better than this one could he, when their picture, printed in
There was a woman once, taking care of
the Review of July 19, 1902, is hanging
some children, and she saw a great mad
in his office all the time! He wants
up
frothing
them,
at the
dog coming toward
from
mouth. What did that brave woman do you all to read the interesting letter
the
fine list
and
Chapter,
to
meet
and
take
his
the
California
go
straight
him,
but
horrid head and cruel jaws right into the of names they have sent. Perhaps he
folds of her stout woolen petticoat, and will print the picture of their eight memhold him there till help came and the chil- bers also, by and by;?and eight is not
dren were safe! Was not that grand ? Perone-third of their number, only think
haps it was presence of mind, or heroism, of that! What an example California
or both; but somehow I feel as if it wtre has set to us all! We must all get to
something more, like giviug one's liie
work with a will, or the West will beat
for others, you know. Certainly she
the East, and even outrival our Roxbury
risked her life.
Holy Child Chapter, which would inYour niece,
Lilian Hiltoh.
deed be a surprise.
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On the first Friday of every month
Promoters will make their returns and
receive copies of the Annals, of which a
larger number than hitherto will be sup-

plied.

O0!ce.- 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph V. Tracy, D. D.
OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY.
To promo'e the evan«elixing of non-Catholic peopie by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.

r,
r,
CONDITIONS OF
MEMBERSHIP.
I, Torecite for the above intention, formed once
w

n ?rn,T n

n/,,.

.m

r, r.r, ,?

?

for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morning or evening prayers, adding the following invocation: St. Francis Xavier, prayfor us. 2. To give,
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly,
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
through the regular organization of the Society.
a -KTT7 A TTmu
m>n
UiWAIV14j111UJ\.
In each community "Bands" are formed, each
band consisting of ten or more persors. The Promoter or Head of a Band collects the offerings of its
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from lime to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further
the Society.

ANNALS.
Letter, from the missionaries of the Society

are
collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
collector
she, Is expected to pass it around to the other members In succession, after which it becomes his or her

property.

,.

FKT
.ccaoro.
The Society has selected as times of special prayer
1. The Feast of the Finding of
thanksgiving:
and
the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary of
foundation,
18x2;
in
3. The feast of St. Francis
its
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Society. On
days
Society
these two
the
has a Mass celebrated in
every parish in which the work is regularly organized
anr
T/TTT7 AT SAVUlib.
IP A Vfi list
SPIRI1UAL
1. Several thousand Masses are offered up every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the livIng and the deceased members of the Society. 2
Summary of the indulgenceswhich mav be gained by
all the members. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross. May 3;
s. On the Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3: 3. On
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin,
March 2%; 4. On the feast of the Assumption,
Aug. 15; 5- On any day within the octaves of the
above feasts; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan.
6; 7. On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 39; 8.
9. Every ...11, .1
u
all feasts of the Apostles;
two davs chosen by the members; 10. Once a year,
commemoration
of all the
day
general
on the
of the
deceased members of the Society; 11. Once a year,
...mir

arClslALi

i,

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of thecommittee, or the Band to which he
belongs; a. On the day of one s admittance to the
Society; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus; 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
tne name of a member for a deceased member. Children who are members of the Society, but have
not made their First Communion, may gain the above
Indulgences by performing some pious work appointed by their confessor.
11- Partial Indulgences: Seven years and seven
quarantines every time a member performs, in aid of
&,. Society, any work of devotion or charity; 1.
300 days every time a member assists at the Trtduum
on the 3rd of May and the 3rd of December; 3. 100
days every time a member recites Our Father and
Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Francis Xavier.
All these indulgences, both plenary and partial, are
applicable to the souls in Purgatory ; and all have
been approved of by His Grace the Most Reverend
Archbishop.

EXTRAORDINARY MEMBERS.
1. Those who contribute $6 00 a year, thereby ac
quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive
use a copy of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a
sum of money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of
establishing a permanent fund, thus becoming mem
bers in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual favors and indulgences perpetually, provided
that they observe the other conditions prescribed to

the members,
Catholics of every age and of both sexes are admissible to membership, and all are earnestly exhoned to join the Society. There is certainly a lesson I° r us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
denominations to contribute more than ten million
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs,
We nave the true laith, and we daily pray Thy kingdom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingdom among heathen peoples ? Our missioners, heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
could effect, had they the means from whom must
these means come? In due proportion? from
in
that proportion there rests upon us through the
providence of Almighty God, responsibility for the
Church's more or less complete fulfilment in our
time of its mission to teach all nations. Whatever we
give for this end is given to God. and will be returned unto us a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be
u n unto you; good measure and pressed down and
shaken together and running over shall they give into
your bosom." ILuke vi.-38.)
For Promoters' blanks, tracts, or information about
the Society, apply to the Diocesan Director.

:

;

us;

..

JE1P* Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Society are respectfully
requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other items
of interest for the members to the Diocesan Director for publication in the REVIEW.
If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so that their
souls may have the benefit of the prayers of all the members.

NOTICE. Promoters or members are
apt to get begging letters in behalf of various
objects from parties outside the ArchdiocesePrudence suggests that no notice be taken oj
these appeals, unless they have received the
usual diocesan approbation.
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.

St. John the Evangelist, Hopkinton.
Pastor, John E. Cronley.
Organized Feb. 23, 1902.
Promoters, 02; members, 320.
Offerings, Jan.,
o
o

o

135.25

Holy Redeemer, East Boston.

Pastor, Rev. Lawrence P. McCarthy,
P. R.

Director, Rev. Daniel S. Sheerin.

St- Bridget's, Abington.
Pastor, Eev. Patrick H. Billings.
Organized November, 1900.
Promoters, 44; members, 440.
Offerings, February,
o

o

St- Bernard's, Concord-

o

Organized April, 1899.

Promoters, 38; members, 380.
Offerings, Jan.-Feb.,
$50.30
§23.00

o

o

o

Notre Dame dc Pitie, North Cambridge.

Pastor, Rev. Francis Morcel, S. M.
Director, Rev. H. Perennes, S. M.
Organized March, 1901.
Promoters, 00; members, 000.
Offerings, January,
130.00
o
o
o
St. Patrick's, BrocktonPastor, Rev. James J. Kelley.
Director, Rev. William E. Keating.
Organized December, 1900.

Promoters, 112; members, 1,120.
Offerings, Feb.,
-?3P.70
o

o

o

St- Cecilia's, Boston-

Pastor, Very Rev. William Byrne, D. D.,
Y. G.
Director, Rev. John J. Downey.
Organized December, 1899.
Re-organized Nov. 2, 1902.
Promoters, 03; members, 030.
Offerings, Feb.,
9S&M

o

St. Joseph's, Lynn.

o

o

Pastor, Rev. J. C. barrington.
Director, Rev. Edward J. Dolan.
Organized January, 1901.
Promoters, 04; members, 640.
Offerings, Jan.-Feb.,

o

o

o

950.00

Immaculate Conception, Boston.
Pastor, Rev. W. G. Read Mullen, S. J.
Organized February, 1900.
Pre moteis, c 3; n:< nbeis, 808.
J57.8C
Offerings, Feb.,

§

St. Lawrence O'Toole Parish,

Lawrence.

Pastor, Rev. Edward J. Moriarty.
Director, Rev. M. J. Scanlon.
Organized Jan. 26, 1902.
Promoters, 28; members, 280.
Offerings, February,
111.80

The Best

In February, 1900, a Branch of the
Society for the Propagation of the Faith
was established in the parish of St. Lawrence O'Toole, Lawrence. At that time
about forty ladies and gentlemen, becoming interestedin the missionary work
of the Church, offered their services as
Promoters. However, as so often happens, the interest of some was shortlived, while a change of circumstances
on the part of others made their continued service impossible; so that the
Promoters became fewer, and it seemed
advisable to again present the cause of
the missions to the attention of the members of this congregation. Accordingly,
at all the Masses on Sunday, Feb. 1, the
purpose of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, and the present special
needs of the Catholic missions, were
made the subject of earnest appeals.
The response showed that the hearts of
the people wereas much as ever with the
Church's missionaries. Over fifty ladies
and gentlemen hitherto not identified
with the Society as organizers offered
their services as such, and some of the
former Promoters renewed their allegiance.
With this increased membership and
under the efficient direction of the zealous pastor of St. Lawrence's, the Rev.
J. If. Fleming, there is certainly good
ground for believing that the Branch of
the Society in that parish will be of substantial assistance to the missions,

iim by American
phyaiciaus ilnce ISM.

for persons of gouty or
rheumatic tendency.
At Dmpirlsts. nor. <* «1,

THE TARKANT CO., New York
Please mention Review.
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At the Academia meeting, held on
Wednesday evening, Jan. 7, the society
had the pleasure of listening to two interesting papers read by two of its members. The first, by Rev. Frank E. Rogers,
was an able historical sketch of the beginning and marvelous growth of the
"California Missions" and an exposition
of the chief causes of their ultimate failure. The writer, after referring to the
work of the Jesuits in Lower California,
gave a brief account of the Franciscan
missions in Upper California, where in
the short space of sixty-five years more
than 30,000 Indians were Christianized
and civilized, lie then contrasted the
flourishing condition of the Indians before the secularizationof the missions in
1835 with their deplorable state a few
years later, after all resources had been
taken from them and they were left to
themselves. The writer concluded by
exhorting his hearers to learn a lesson
from the failure of the California missions through lack of means, and prevent
like failures in foreign missions by swelling the funds of the Propagation of the
Faith.

Catholic Church as a

substitute for

re-

ligious emotionalism, that at times degenerates into imitations of the priests
of Baal, and you will have a Catholic
that shows forth the potency and power
of the teaching of our faith. "The
Negro is not ripe for Catholicism."
"Why waste your energies upon him?
He will never be anything but what he
now is." "You can't do much with the
nigger." These and like sayings are
ofttimes heard from the lips of some who
believe in the Catholic Church, and that
she has a mission and a message for all
people, in all places, in all times. Those
who so think and speak, are either
ignorant of facts or fail to see that God's
grace is sure to do its work, when man
co-operates. Many, very many, of our
black Catholics are models of true Christian souls. Simple and poor they may
be, but they try as best they know how
to make their lives accord with the
teachings of the Gospel. From the religious nature of the negro springs a
perennial stream of cheerfulness, a
buoyancy of spirit that is a potent elixir
to those about him. Hard, pinching
poverty can not quench his racial characteristic. It runs as full and free in the
homes of the poor as in the homes of the
more pretentious. In the manner and
mien of the menial it shows itself as
happily as in the rotund, gaily-bedecked
and bedizened nomad. Hunger does not
impede its flow. Even at times sickness
can not stay its course. It runs free and
untrammeled in the sunny, gladsome,
unknown negro. Is it a wonder then
that men who come into daily contact
with the happiestqualities of the human
heart?a deep sense of the supernatural
and a well-spring of cheerfulness?find a
peculiar pleasure in their efforts to bring
the Negro into the Church? That they
are little cast down by the sayings that
spring from minds well meaning indeed,
but ignorant of the true situation?
Is the Negro a paragon of virtue? No,
he has his faults and many of them, but
is he altogether to blame? Actualknowledge of their lives, their social inter,
course, their economic and hygienic en-

The subject of the second essay, read
by Rev. Charles J. Sullivan, was The
Religious Associations' Law in France."
The writer introduced his subject by
briefly narrating some of the exciting incidents which attended the execution of
the decrees of closure signed by President Loubet on June 27 of last year, asa
result of the Associations' Law. He
then explained the import of the law,
told what was the object of the Waldeck\u25a0
Rousseau administration in securing its
enactment, and gave various reasons
why some religious orders did not apply
for governmental authorization as the
law required them to do. The essayist
also referred to the petition recently addressed to the senators and deputies by
the French hierarchy, which pointed out
the reasons why authorization should be
granted to those religious congregations
that had applied for approbation.
After the reading of the papers the society was addressed by its guests, Father Chapon, S. S., Father Peterson and
Father Brophy, who each congratulated
furnish us with reasons for
the essayists upon the excellence of their vironment,
condition and afford palliapresent
their
papers and the members upon the edifycircumstances for their moral deing work the Academia was accomplish- ting
linquencies. When we are told that the
ing.
Negro sections of our Southern cities,

"

THE RELIGIOUS FUTURE OF THE and our Northern ones for that matter,
are teeming with a population that must
NEGRO.
support itself on scant wages; where sanThe Negro race, upon whom we build
itary conditions are of the crudest; when
such great hopes, are a peculiar people. four or five families live in
many

They are a religious race; they are most
intense and we might say passionate
hearers of the Word of God. They will
give vent to their feelings, and their
punctuations of approval and outbursts
of applause are a rich source of energy
and enthusiasm to their self-appointed
preachers of the various sects. The great
work of the Catholic priest is to direct
that deep religious sense of the Negro
in the right way and mould him into a
true child of the Church. Today, religion among the vast majority of the colored race is a malformation. It is made
up of many incongruous elements. It
is a heart and sense matter, pure and
simple. As one of their own leaders has
put it, it isa spiritual sensualism. There
is no assimilation of ethical principles
or application of them to daily life. For
centuries their animal sense had been
cultivated and educational advantages

as

rooms, the wonder is that they are not
worse. Though the Negro possesses
many goodqualities, forall men have certain natural virtues, still even these are
at times to a great extent diminished or
even lost, because those to whom he
must look, that is, those amongwhom he
lives, are not always exemplars of moral
rectitude. It is to the Catholic Church
that he must turn, where virtue in its
strictest sense is to be found. Colored
Harvest.

Catarrh Can Not Be Cured

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
can
not reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh
a blood or constitutional disease, and in is
or
der to cure it yon must take internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
andaots directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians In this country for years, and
is a regular prescription. It la composed of
the best tonics known, combined with the
best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
the two ingredients is what produces such
that of
wonderful results In curing Catarrh. Send
upon for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. 0.

denied them. Another reason is,
their religion gave them nothing
which the intellect might build. Give
by Druggists, 75c.
them that intellectual something. Give tW~ SoldFamily
Hall's
Pills are the ben.
thorn
soul-stirring liturgy of the
Please mention Review.

BOSTON S REVIEW.
Temperance.

AN APPEAL TO IRISH SOCIETIES.
At the regular monthly meeting

of nearly all the desecration of Ire-

land's day. We feel that every
fair minded Hibernian, whether
total abstainer or moderate drinker,
will assent to this.
Therefore, we appeal to you to
keep intoxicating drink out of our
meeting halls during your celebration of St. Patrick's Day.
No gathering of Irishmen worthy
of the name should desecrate this
national festival, sacred to faith and
fatherland, with a celebration in any
way unworthy of their race and religion.
Yours fraternally,
The Hibernian Total Abstinence

-

of the Hibernian Total Abstinence
Association, held at Rathbone Hall,
694 Washington street, this city,
last Sunday, the celebration of St.
Patrick's Day by societies of Irish
people in America was earnestly
disoussed, and the various abuses
which unfortunately creep into such
celebrations were heartily condemned. In view of the solemnity
and importance of Ireland's national festival, and the necessity for
Association.
oelebrating it in a manner worthy
Maurice Dineen,
of the Irish race and the Catholio
President.
religion, the Association decided to
Bridget L. Barrett,
issue the following circular to all
Secretary.
Irish societies :?
Rev. Denis F. Lee,
Chaplain.
celebrate st. Patrick's day

February 21, 1903»
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scope among us for the operations
of a vigorous non-treating league.
We have more than once advocated
it in these columns. Some twelve
months ago, in dealing editorially
with the subject, we instanced the
marked success which was achieved
in a short time by an anti-treating
league founded some years ago in

sion to the excellenceof this custom of
Lenten abstinence from intoxicating
drink, in honor of the Sacred Thirst
of Our Divine Saviour. The Lenten
pledge-card issued with the imprimatur of Archbishop Williams contains the following prayer for the
spread of temperance :?
" O good and merciful .tesus, who
in Thy bitter agony on the Cross
didst suffer to save us from sin and
eternal death, fix deep in our hearts
an earnest love and devotion for
Thy Holy Passion; protect Thy
people, we humbly implore Thee, by
Thy Sacred Thirst and Agony, from
the deadly sin of intemperance, and
in Thy mercy defend us from all the
evils and dangers of intoxicating
drink ; that, ' denying ungodliness
and worldly desires, we may live
soberly, justly and godly in this
world, looking for the blessed hope
and coming of the glory of the great
God and of Thee, our Saviour'; who
livest and reignest, world without

Chicago.
" We at the same time announced
the approaching establishment of a
similar organization, under episcopal
sanction and patronage, in the diocese of Ferns (Wexford County),
Ireland. Since that time we have
had an opportunity of witnessing its
effects upon the daily life of large
numbers of people, and our observations have given us the conviction
that the movement is a well considered one ; that it fills a crying need
of the day ; that it marks an important phase of the crusade against
end Amen.
worthily !
intemperance; that, in its general
" Mother of sorrows, pray for us."
outlines, it is well suited to the con694 Washington street,
SANETI-RMZNIGEW EALAND.
For thirty-five years I have been
ditions prevailing in these new
Boston, Mass.
A well known police magistrate countries; that, given judicious man- priest and bishop in London, and I
"
Third Sunday February,
in Taranaki some time ago," says agement, it has come to stay, and to now approach my eightieth year,
Members of the A. O. H. and
and have
some lessons, and
the New Zealand Tablet, " laid the effect a notable measure of good the first islearned
L. A.:?
this : The chief bar to
burden of our woe at the door of among the people who will be the working of the holy spirit of
Brother Hibernians,?As you are
the treating habit.
brought within the sphere of its in- God in the souls of men and women
' It is,' he said,
no doubt aware, there is on foot at
is intoxicating drink. I know of
country.'
the
curse
of
the
And
fluence."
present a movement for the sup- '
no antagonist to that good spirit
seems to us, he hit the
pression of the " stage Irishman," a therein, it
more direct, more subtle, more
WHEN
AN
IRISHMAN
DRUNK.
GETS
right nail full square upon the head.
movement, in other words, to put an
übiquitous, than intoxicating drink.
In English-speaking countries, more
A writer in an Irish contempo- Though I have known men and
end to the vulgar caricature which
in any others, the drinking rary, describing a lecture on Ireland women destroyed for all manner
grievously misrepresents the Irish than
habit
is social; and long-established given recently by a young French of reasons, yet I know of no cause
character.
that affects man, woman, child, and
custom has rendered it so ingrained traveler in Paris, says:?
This does not refer solely to prohome
with such universality of
as much a part of our
Monsieur Lardeur
alas ! and steady power as intoxicating drink.
fessional actors on the public stage. that it is
"
otherwise diversified national char- alas! that I must write it! could ?Cardinal Manning.
It is aimed, also, at the imitation
acteristics as the common language not have given the truthful picture
actors, the amateur singers or speakthat
we speak and the underdone he did of Ireland had he not, even
ers, who at meetings and celebrawe love to devour. A sort while praising the virtues of our
beef
that
tions conducted by Irish societies,
attaches among us to the people, spoken, too, of the cursed
stigma
of
have hitherto indulged in low and
sits solitary over his vice common to our race. He, indrinker
who
vulgar songs, and recitations supCATHOLIC CHURCH GOODS AND
The social drinking deed, laid the blame at England's
cup.
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES.
posed to be funny.
custom, and its practically compul- doors, and said how forcibly it
have
Irish men and women
toleraccompaniment, the treating struck him that, no matter how iso- 16, 18 and 20 ESSEX STREET,
ated this sort of thing too long. sory as
practised among us, pro- lated, nor how poverty-stricken the
habit,
BOSTON.
Irish societies?even the A. O. H.?
triple
a
evil:
It
familiar(1)
district he visited, he was sure to
are not without blame. They have duce
izes young people, at too early an find England's most successful agent Agents for all the European Steamallowed themselves to be insulted
with drinking?and with drink- in safe possession of the premises
ship Companies.
only too often by the so-called Irish age,
too, under particularly alluring and protected by England's godless Drafts on England, Ireland and Scotland.
ing,
comic songs and recitations flung in
circumstances; (2) 1 license to sell beer and spirits.'
Please mention Review.
their faces by their own members or and dangerous
effect,
compels
non-thirsty
in
it,
upon
And
he
told
how
sometimes
by outside " talent."
souls to name their pizen' and entering an Irish cabin one finds
All this is most unworthy of us
'
their stomachs with fer- the head of the family half drunk in
who are Irish in name and Catholic douche
or spirituous concoctions the midst of the most abject povin faith, and the time has come to mented
have neither need nor erty. And I felt my cheeks burntake a determined stand against when they
to
inclination
do so ; (3) the return- ing and my pulses tingling with
such a degrading proceeding, and to
ing
of
treats?the
too familiar order shame as I listened. Nor is it any
see that it is no longer allowed.
c the same all round again ?is
for
comfort to know that the English
'
St. Patrick's Day is approaching,
directly
responsible
for a great deal themselves drink more than the
and an excellent opportunity will
intemperancethat has swelled Irish do. They know, at all events,
be given to every Division plan- of the
calendar during the past that their drunkenness does not
polioe
the
ning a celebration to do something
years,
and has gone far, here help to bind them in slavery to any
two
toward abolishing the " stage Irishelsewhere,
to create the class of other master save the devil. When
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
and
man." If your Division is to give
like
Sancho
who,
souls
thirsty
an Irishman gets drunk he becomes
an entertainment in honor of St.
they have occa- the voluntary slave of Satan and of
drink
when
Panza,
appeal
you
to
not
Day,
Patrick's
we
drink also when fiend England as well."
to place any number on the pro- sion, and often
whatsoever."
have
no
occasion
they
gramme which would be a reflection
TOTAL ABSTINENCE DURING
New
Zealand
conOur
esteemed
on the Irish race. The cheap, comic
LENT.
to
overrecognizes
that
song of the vaudeville show should temporary
a tyrant custom as
The custom of taking the pledge
be omitted, and also that class of come such
is
not
imdifficult,
of
from drink duryet
treating
" instances decay total abstinence
recitation or story which makes our "
an
possible
ing
and
it
the
Lent
is
excellent
;
one, and
people ridiculous. Only such numBOSTON.
an
unito
glad
once
almost
we
are
note
that
duelling
it is growbers as are worthy to be given in a of
Please mention Review.
company of high-minded Irish men versal custom in English-speaking ing more widespread every year. In
CHURCH BELLS
showing what en- many parishes pledge-cards are disor women should be allowed to pass. countries as
Chimes and Peals,
opinion
may
do.
lightened
public
beginning
tributed at the
of Lent. V
5B Best Superior Copper and llu. Get oar price
One more point. It has been
McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY
'
In the Lenten regulations for this
Baltimore. Md.
only too sadly proved by experience The Tablet then continues:?
is
men tlon Beview.
'? There is, in all reason, ample archdiocesethere
a
Please
significant
alluintoxicating
drink is at the root
that
?
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THOS. J. FLYNN & GO,,
Publishers and Booksellers,

Hopkinson&Holden,

Wooden, Agate & Tinware.

Kitchen Furnishing Goods.
Supplies for
Churches, Convents & Schools.

Chafing Dishes, Fancy Tea and
Coffee Pots, Carving Sets
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uAsmtong urselves.
Conducted by Aunt Bride

BOSTON BH*cTn' REVIEW.

to one or more of your readers who
have appealed to you for suggestions
about work which may be done at home,
I send you a few extracts from my
scrapbook. For some time past, whenever I have read or heard of a woman
who has made a success of some sort of
home work, I have made a point of jotting down a few sentences about it
among my shorthand notes. Now that
I have gathered them together, I find

Aunt Bride proposes to take a
back seat this week, and let her
girls read a letter from one of their
number who observes things in the
papers and among her neighbors,
and who has the true neighborly the schemesrather more numerous than
spirit, which loves to pass along its I anticipated. One woman whom I
makes home-madebread, molasses
good things. There must be many know
cookies and crullers, which she delivers
others among Aunt Bride's girls herself to her customers. She does not
who have worked out numerous make a living, to be sure, but she helps
vexing domestic financial problems. out the family income wonderfully. Io
Their experience might be very most neighborhoods, especially where
the housewives do their own work, it is
helpful to other girls. Aunt Bride comparatively
easy to work up a deand " the girls " will be very grate- mand for good home-made bakestuffs.
ful if they will write and teil about Most of us who can not bake for ourthem.

That strikes Aunt Bride as quite
long enough for a preface to N. H.s
thoughtful letter, but she wants to
add just a word more. To make a
success of home work such as N. U.
suggests, requires a certain amount
of business ability, much more than
is required to fill a post in store or
factory satisfactorily. It is not
enough to know how to bake bread
excellently well, or how to make
jellies of which every one wants at
least three helpings ; you must also
be able to find customers, or your
skill will not avail you so far as the
dollars are concerned. It is at this
point where most ventures of this
sort come to grief. Comparatively
few of those who can make things
can sell them. To know where to
go, how to approach people and
interest them in your wares, seems
to be a gift all by itself. However,
much may be done by persistence
and a determination not to give up
until a thorough trial has been given
the new venture. It seems to Aunt
Bride that the demand for homemade canned stuffs is sure to grow
in the next few years. Housekeepers
have heard so much about canned
fruit and vegetables preserved in
acids which destroy the stomach or
promote uric acid, that those who
value their families' health will
either do up their own fruit and
vegetables, or buy home-made goods
from housekeepers with more time.
Women who live in the suburbs and
who have big gardens full of currants and gooseberries and raspberries, pears and plums and fruits
of every description, ought to be
able to turn a very handsome penny
selling canned fruit to less fortunate housekeepers.
They must
reckon carefully the cost of the
sugar they will need, their time and
the value of the fruit they use, before deciding on the price to charge.
Getting the fruit at first cost in
their own garden will assure tLem a
little more profit. Their customers
will probably furnish their own jars.
If they don't, of course the cost of
these must be added. The best way
to get customers is to talk your
scheme over among your acquaintances, advertise in the local paperB?
and take samples to the Woman's
Exchange.
?

women could accomplish many times
what they would working separately.
I must not forget to mention the
young matron who took care of a number of her neighbors' children while
their mothers shopped or went out to
work.
Hoping this may be of some help. I
am,

DYSPEPSIA OF WOMEN.

Sincerely yours,
N. R.

OfIIrish nterest.
ORIGIN OF THE WORD "BOSTHOON."

" This epithet, exceedingly opprobrious, well known to speakers of
Irish and Anglo-Irish (brogue) was
a long time a puzzle to me," says
Father Henebry in the Leader of
San Francisco. "I noted that the
name of the town of Boston, Mass.,
and of its prototype in England was
called Bastun, ;'. c., bosthoon, exactly the same in sound as the vile
epithet. It was anciently St. Bidulphstun, the town of St. Bidulph.
Though convinced that 'bosthoon'
was Boston, I still failed to see the
origin of its very peculiar application in Irish. However, I recently
stumbled on the explanation quite
accidentally. I am at present engaged in editing for the Zeitschrijt
./. Celtische Philologie the long Irish
Life of Columbcille written by
Prince O'Donnell in 1532. The following extract from that Life will
be found at page 310 in the last
number of the Zeitschrijt :?
" ' Once on a time, as Columbcille
was in the place that ia called
Cluaine at the landing-place of
Doire Calgaidh (i. e. Derry) upon
the east side of Lough Foyle, he
blessed that place and he built a
church there. And he spoke in a
spirit of prophecy and said : There
will oome an English bishop a long
time after me to this place, and he
will destroy this church which I
have built, to make another work of
its stones in the place which is
called Bun sentuinne in this same
townland. And it was then he

selves are willing to pay a cent more for
a loaf of bread when weknow it is homemade. Another woman puts the bindings on frayed skirts and petticoats for
business women who are too busy to attend to these things.
Cleaning silk
waists and stocks and gloves might be
added to renovating skirts, and I am
sure many girls who have little time and
fair incomes would be very glad to have
some one mend their stockings and keep
their clothes in repair.
A girl who lost her place in a doll factory advertised to mend dolls, and
worked up a paying business.
A German woman who knew all about
the canary bird business in the Ilartz
mountains sent to her home for a bird
organ and began training canaries'
voices.
Another of my notes is about a girl
who takes care of lamps for twenty-five
or thirty families. She goes to each
house every day, cleans chimneys, trims
wicks, and does all the necessary work,
charging from five cents to a quarter,
according to the number of lamps.
A young stenographer whose health
compelled her to give up work and go
to a mountain resort conceived the idea
of making sun-bonnets to sell to the
boarders. Plain, practical sun-bonnets
were made for gardening, and pretty
ruffled affairsfor boating and picnicking.
There were pique and dimity bonnets
for the little girls, and after a week or
two she could not begin to fill orders.
You see, she had no false pride to hinder
her. She didn't care if the hotel residents did think she had to work for a
living.
I have heard of any number of women
who make jellies and can fruits and
vegetables. Others do up some special
made this stanza:?
kind of sweetmeats, stuffed dates, for
"'Alas! the English will
example.

Other women who live in the city do
shopping for people in the country. The
storekeepers give them commissions on
their orders.
One woman does the marketing for
twenty families. She is enabled to get
better terms from grocers and butchers
because she represents such a large
number of customers. She charges each
family fifty dollars a year for her services, but she saves each one several
times that amount in the course of the
year by skilful buying.
Speaking of this co-operative method
reminds me, dear Aunt Bride, of the
waste of energy among housekeepers.
Why don't they club together more ?
Four or five women in a neighborhood,
by combining their sewing, for instance,
and sharing the seamstress' wages,
could get double the work done with
half the trouble. All the sewing could
be taken to one house, and all hands
combine to assist in the plainer work,
leaving the cutting and finishing to the
In this way a good time
seamstress
would be assured as well as economy.
Comfortables could be knotted in this
way, and canning done.
Working toDear Aunt Bride:
Thinking possibly it may be of value gether in one kitchen, four or five
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Mrs. E. B. Bradshaw, of
Guthrie, Okla., cured of a severe
case by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.

A groat many women suffer with a
form of indigestion or dyspepsia which
d >rs not seem to yield to ordinary
medical treatment. * While the symptoms seem to l>c similar to those of
ordinary indigestion, yet the medicines universally prescribed do not
seem to restore the patient's normal
condition.
Mrs. Pillkham claims that there
is a kind of dyspepsia that is caused
by derangement of the female organism, and which, while it causes disturbance similar to ordinary indigestion, cannot be relieved without a

medicine which not only acts as a

stoniacn tonic, but has otlier peculiar
tonic effects as well.

Thousands of testimonial Utters prove beyond question that
nothing will r<>!it'vo tills distressing condition so sorely as Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It always works in harmony with the female system.
]Mrs. Pinfcham advises sick
women free. .Vld:e- a I yim.Mass.

Columbcille's Church to provide
himself with an episcopal palace.
Of coarse, to the Irish a palace was
a superfluity; it was the appurtenance of a feudal bishop who had
been foisted upon a tribal people.
And to provide himself with that, a
luxury entirely foreign to the simplicity of Keltic Christianity, he
laid unholy hands upon the old stone
Of course,
cell of Columbcille.
the mere Irish could only regard
the act and its motive in silent horcome to ror, and it is easy to see how BapCluaine
tun started a proverb, and 'Left a
And bring my church to cold Bun
at which the world grew
name
sentuinne.
pale.'"
\u2666"And all that was verified, as is
clear to everybody today. Thus:
There came an English bishop to
Derry whose name was Nicol B.vsSpecial Values in
tun, and it was he that destroyed
that church to make a palace of it.
Anyone thinkitiß of parI Tl \
And that palace has not been finrhasing a fine violin
if II I
should
«*nd
three two
ished yet; and I am sure that it
c«nt stamps for our Fine
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Violin
It
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If
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was written in 1532, there can be
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sent

thought of death only against my will,
" Can you help ms, Sister, or can you
and lived as though there were no other get one of your priests to help make
EBYNREXFORD.
E.
life to prepare for; denying even the clear the things that I do not underof Christ Who died for me?
stand ? I know something of your reDivinity
who
When to the dearold home and those
of
you
who,
me,
must
think
ligion, and I know that its adherents
"What
love ug
one, true
We come from wandering, how sweet when my dearest was dying, and looked claim and believe that it is the
Christ.
I
have
been
help,
Lately
it,
to
for
refused
and
made
no
of
religion
me
it is
attempt to see what she wished me to studying its doctrines, and had I not enTo feel the shelter of its roof ahove us,
To clasp warm hands and meet each see and to believe; and who, when she listed, I might, perhaps, have found my
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HOME-COMING.

welcoming kiss!
Then we look round and see the dear old
faces;
We hear the voices loved in other days,
And memory fans the embers gray with
ashes,
Until the fires of friendship are ablaze.

died, saw only the cruel hand of fate in
her death? Yet I was regarded as a
Christian minister!
"But I have been humbled; I have
suffered. I tasted of all the pleasures,
the vanities and the luxuries of the
world, enjoyed its smiles and its flatter"Oh, welcome! welcome!" every voice is ies, only to find, as so many others have
saying,
found, that all was Dead Sea fruit. Now,
While kindling eyes are meeting, with death confronting me, and the judgbrimmed with tears.
ment of a just God awaiting me, I come

all the echoes seem with empty hands to plead for mercy."
The soothing voice of Sister Francis
To send the cadence down the coming
gently interrupted him, for she feared
years.
the effect of excitement upon him, and
Then we sit down and talk the old times he had become intensely earnest.
over,
"Yes, a just God," she said, "but we,
And not a heart among us all is old.
whose
hands, at best, are almost empty
longAll unaware we've found youth's
must never for a moment forget that He
sought fountain,
And drunk the draught of which old is also a most merciful God, a loving
dreamers told.
Father.
"If we, with bruised and aching
But by and by a silence falls about us.
Something is near us that we can not hearts, but turn to Him, offering to nim
see.
all that remains of life, willing to bear
Have those who climbed the hills of heaven it, however hard and bitter it may be,
before us
for His sake; or willing to give it up,
Come back, today, to sit with you and and suffer death with all its pains and
me?
pangs, if, by so doing, we may satisfy in
I love to think the old-time friends are the smallest degree that Justice, He will
with us?
accept, and evenreward our offering.
That earthly friendships thrill their
"One who well understood the sorrow
true hearts yet.
the disenchantmentof life, wrote:
and
Would heaven be heaven if loved ones
Oh bless thee, bless thee, treacherous
"'
?
forgotten
were
world!
In earth or heaven 1 could not forget!
That thou dost play so false a part.
It is not very far? the world they went to, And drive,like sheep into the fold,
Since earth and heaven are sundered Our loves into our Saviour's heart.'
by a sod
" Is there not comfort for us in that
Across the distance of a low grave only;
thought, and does it not cause us to
And they remember in the world of thank Him Who has let us come, by
God!
devious ways it is true, yet sweetly and
Aye, they remember ! There is no for- safely, humbly to beg for mercy at His
getting
feet?"
For those who know the endlessness of
CHAPTER IV.
love.
sun
is
LED BY THE KINDLY LIGHT.
Lift up your eyes when life's last
And

Welcome! "
" repeating

?

?

setting?

Lo, Memory's star shines in the blue
aboveI
So while the living round the old hearth
gather,
Oreet we the unforgotten dead, and
say,
"How fares it, friends of old? Since love
remembers,
Clasp hands with us across the grave
today I"
Written for the Review.

THE MINISTRY OF OR. MARSTON.
BYE.O
MARY AREY.

( Conclusion. )
Simply and humbly she related how,
as a nurse in the great hospital, she had
first been led to think of embracing the
religion that seemed to bring the most
peace and tranquility to its possessors.
She spoke of her doubtsand discontent;
her struggles for, and yet against, the
light of faith, until at last she knew that
for her to doubt, longer, was a sin.
Shortly after her reception into the
Catholic Church, she was graduated
from the hospital, and a few months later
decided that her happiness in life could
only be secured by giving up what she
had most prized self and her own will
?for the humble garb, the obedience to
rule, the austere life and the consecrated
service of a religious, charitable Sister?

hood.
lie listened with closest attention to
her narrative, deeply impressed by it,
then with a sigh, he said: " You are
shocked now, Sister, remembering that,
for a time, you dreaded and almost resisted, the change! What must you think
of me? I who was so proud of my intellect and worldly position; who loved only
the splendor of the world, and what was
beautifnl and pleasing in life; wh

After that passionateoutburst induced
by his retrospective view of his own life,
Sister Francis prohibited conversation
on the part of her patient for some
hours, and he, docile and gentle as a
child, acquiesced cheerfully to everyrule
that she imposed.
When, after a few hours' rest during
the latter part of the night, she came to
resume her duties in the ward, she
found him eagerly awaiting her coming*
and looking forward to the moment
when no important duty to the other
patients would claim her attention, and
he might talk to her again.
Having visited all, and done what she
could to soothe and comfort each, she
returned to his bedside, to be greeted
with a glad smile of welcome.
"I have been good, Sister, I truly
have," he declared with childish earnestness; "I kept as quiet as possible,
and slept a little, too, as you commanded; but when you can spare time
to listen, I want to talk to you again.
"You know this may be my last day.
The doctor was here a little while before you came, and he did not say that I
was better, and I am sure he does not
think me so."
She gently re-arranged his pillows, as
she replied: "Well, you may talk now, if
you wish, only you must be careful not
to excite yourself as you did last night.
That does no good, you know, and it exhausts your strength, which we wish to
guard and save."
"I hardly know how to begin," he
faltered, " but I have been thinking of
all you said, and I wonder if I could
possibly come to believe as you believe,
before the end. If I could get well
again, and have time to learn, I think I
might believe; but oh, Sister, I fear to
go so soon, and in the dark!

haven, before now.
"There was a Catholic priest from
your city, a fellow voyager with me going across the last time, and he and I
became quite friendly. When he discovered the state of my mind, he showed
much kindly interest, and did his best
to help me during the few days we were

together. I expected to meet him again
in Rome, but you know I did not carry
out my plan of travel, but returned almost immediately.
"He is probably home again now;
he expected to come back in July. If
only he were not so faraway, and I could
see him, I know I would be the better
for it. He is grand 1 a great and good
man, I am sure, and an exceptionally
able scholar, as well.
"If your Church has many such, it is
rich, indeed, and it should convert the
world. His name is Gaynor; Father
Gaynor I, like the rest, learned to call
him. Perhaps you have heard of him,
Sister?"
Had she heard of him ? Sister Frances'
eyes shone, her face beamed with happiness, as she replied: " It is, it must be,
ray own dear Father Gaynor, my friend
and helper, given by our dear Lord to
me, to lead me out of the darkness. But
for his aid and counsel, I might still be
a wanderer. He is all that you say, and
more than that.
" But, cousin," for thus she now addressed him, finding that it pleased him,
" what will you say if I tell you that
Father Gaynor has promised to visit us
here very soon, and may even come to-

day?
" We have, in the hospital, several
poor boys whom he knows well; one,
the brother of a dear friend of mine,
who, even before I knew Father (iaynor,
forced me to admire, in spite of my
prejudice, all that I knew of her religion.
" It was not easy for him to get away
again so soon, even for such a flying
visit as this is to be, but a few days ago
he wrote that he hoped surely to come
this week.
"Still, you know that you need not
wait and long for his coming; our good
priest, Father McMahon, is as kind, and
as zealous to do good, even as he. You
were sleeping when he visited this ward
yesterday, but he will be here again this
morning, and, when he comes, I will
bring him to see you, if you wish."
" Yes, Sister, bring him, if you
please," he answered, earnestly, and
presently she glided away, but soon re.
turned in company with a white-haired,
kindly-faced gentleman who, before she
introduced him, Melville Harston guessed
was Father McMahon.
"And Sister Frances tells me that
you are a cousin of her own, Mr. Marston," the priest remarked, with a pleasant accent of surprise in the words.
That gives you an additional good
introduction to everybody here, and I
am very glad to know you."
She left them there together, confident
that the minister of Christ would under-

.

"

stand Melville Marston's need, and
lighten the spiritual darkness that enveloped him.
Scarce half an hour had elapsed, when

one of the attendants of the hospital
sought her, to announce the arrival of
Father Gaynor. As soon as possible,
her work in the ward was suspended,
and she joyfully went to meet him, to
bring him to see his boys.
When he had paid a brief visit to
each of those whom he knew, Sister
Frances said to him: " Your visits are
not all made yet, Father. I have another
patient, not one of your boys, nor yet a
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Catholic, but who is most desirous,
most anxious, to see you. lie has been

here but two days, and it is thought that
he can not recover. I knew him slightly,
long ago, when he was a noted minister;
his wife was my cousin; she died four
years ago, and he has been a homeless,
restless man since then.
"This morning he spoke of you, and
wished that he might see you, and you
may imagine his surprise when I told
him that you were expected. He says
he met you on the steamer going to
Europe, last March. His name is Melville Marston; do you remember him?"
" Melville Marston! " exclaimed
Father Gaynor almost incredulously.
" Is Melville Marston here ? I remember him well, and his story, as he told
it, too. So he came home and joined
the ranks of the volunteers? That accounts for his failure to meet me in
Rome, as he promised to do.
" I pitied and admired him! He is a
splendid fellow, lacking nothing but
faith, and I sometimes thought he had
that in full measure if he could but
realize it. In all my experience, I have
rarely met a person who impressed me
as strongly.
"And you say that he is dying? How
glad I am that I came in time to see
him! Take me to him at once, if you
please, Sister."
As she led the way, she explained that,
fearing his coming might be delayed,
she had a short time before introduced
Father McMahon to the patient.
"He is, however, a sadly over-worked
priest at present, and as he is, also, most
kind and reasonable, I feel sure that
when he learns you are an old acquaintance, he will cheerfully leave the sick
man in your care for the time that you
remain here," she said.
The prediction was verified. Father
McMahon greeted the visitor with the
utmost cordiality, saying as he shook
hands with him:?
"Father Gaynor, I am extremely glad
to meet you. Mr. Marston has told me
of you, and of his longing to see you.
I would be but a poor substitute, I fear,
and I will leave him to your care now,
without the least jealousy."
Melville Marston's welcome shone in
his eyes, but when he tried to give utterance to the joy that filled his heart, no
words would come. Now, he knew that
he should see; that the reign of doubt
and darkness was nearly ended. Al-
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ready, a great peace thrilled him in the
presence of the one person whom he had
longed to see.
Father McMahon and the Sister withdrew, and Father Gaynor was left alone
beside that humble cot, to counsel and
to soothe.
Long he remained, until, fearing that
the sufferer might become exhausted,
he bade him rest a while, and went
away, promising to return within an

hour.
His presence was more to Melville
Marston than sleep or rest, but because
he and Sister Frances wished it, he tried
to be calm, tried to rest, only once feebly
protesting that it did not matter, as it
might be his last day, anyway.
He was awake to welcome the priest
at the end of the hour; to tell again his
anxieties, to deplore with deep contrition his past infidelity and worldliness,
his abuse of his God-give.i talents.
"If only I could live my life over
again," he said sadly, " how differently
I would live, and then how differently I
would feel when my time came to die! I
have done so little good, Father, and I
have done harm, perhaps inestimable
harm, by my preaching of error."
The weary hours of the sultry September afternoon crept on, but still the
priest, unwearied, kept his place, and
still the doubts and questions that perplexed Melville Marston were set at rest,
one by one, as they arose, until at last
he said: "I am satisfied now; you have
made everything clear, and I can think
of no more questions. Tell me whatever else you please, and make me a
Catholic before the end comes, if you do
not deem me too unworthy, Father."
When the last rays of the fiery sun
shone through the Western windows of
the hospital, lighting with brilliant glow
the white walls and all upon which they
fell, the rays of a blessed faith and hope
and love illumined Melville Marston's
soul. AH the solemn rites of the Cath.
olic Church had been performed for him.
Led by the "Kindly Light," he had
found his longed-for haven.
"He puzzles me," Dr. Freeman said
that evening. " I can't see that there is
any immediate danger, indeed the symptoms are really more favorable than they
have been; yet he bade me good-bye '
just now as cheerily as if he were starting upon a pleasant journey, and insists
that he has finished his last day. He
doesn't appear to be, otherwise, mentally affected either."
Father Gaynor must leave for the
North at midnight, but planned to spend
most of the intervening hours at the

'

hospital.

Before the midnight hour arrived,
Melville Marston's eyes were closed forever to the world and its glories, and
the pale moon shining through the
windows of the hospital, where its light
was dissipated by the light of lamps,
looked down upon another still, dead
face, where, of late, it had looked on
many.

That calm", dead face seemed to Sister
Frances handsomer, more noble, now,
than ever in the days of his pride. Death
had come to him gently and painlessly,
and had stamped upon his features an
expression of peace and happiness.
Father Gaynor and she had witnessed
his death, the priest repeating in a clear,
low voice, the while, the beautiful and
solemn prayers for the dying.

The following morning, Olive's father
and his brother, the father of Sister
Frances, arrived in response to messages
that she had sent when first she discovered the identity of her patient.
They were grieved to learn that Death
had been more swift than they, but the
full story of Melville Marston's life and
death was not for them, yet.
When evening came, they were journeying homeward again, having in
charge his dead body, to be laid in its
final resting-place beside that of his beloved and faithfully-mourned Ulive.

[End.]
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AX. St. Mary's Academy,
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The Mother Superior.
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ST,
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inch or so of raw potato and stick it For further particulars apply to theLadies.
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however, who think that no breakstock
of
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Chartered IS**. Thorough English
with one cup of water until a thick, have little, if any, appetite for Cross
and Classical education. Regular Collegiate
Degrees.
breakfast.
It
would
be
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This
to
clear brown liquid results.
In Preparatory Department students careprepared for Collegiate course Physisyrup has the consistency and al- convince these that a heavy break- fully
cal and Chemical Laboratories well
is
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Conservatory of Music and School
fast
equipped.
to
meet
their
bodily
most the flavor of maple, making an
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ical Training, Camb'idge, Massachusetts.
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advocates
of
a
full
and
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fat, and served with this syrup, ing meal for breakfast have the betmakes an addition to any breakfast ter of the argument. Upon what
physiological basis does the arguwhere hot cakes are wanted.
ment for a light breakfast rest ?
Those who have had their bead- What is the scientific basis for the
chain break and the beads seek the contention that a man does not
four corners of the earth, may be need any breakfast at all I As a
glad to know that a violin string, matter of fact, there is no basis for
used in re-stringing, proved very these contentions except in the case
satisfactory in one case. A violin of invalids with bad livers and imstring will stand considerable wear paired digestions. The person of The UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME.
and tear before breaking, and it is sound body and normal digestion
NOTRE DATIE. INDIANA.
doubtful if one used as a string for should have a good appetite for Classics, Letters, Econom cs and History.
Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy, Law,
breakfast. He should eat it slowly, Civil,
beads ever breaks.
Mechanical and Electrical EngineerArchitecture.
with keen relish and enjoyment. It ing,
Thoiough Preparatory and Commercial
Ecclesiastical students at special
is the most important meal of the Courses.
O"NnoetMouthful"
rates.
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or Senior Tear, ColFree,
of table food should be given a child be- day, especially for those who live in legiale Courses.Junior
Rooms to Rent, moderate
fore it is one year old," says Dr. Holt. cities and who do not
c arge.
get home for Si. Edward's Hall for boys under 18.
What substitute then ? Borden's Eagle
The 69th Year will open septemuer 9, 1901.
Brand Condensed Milk is absolutely the the noon meal. It must furnish the Catalogues
Free. Address
safest and best inlant food obtainable. strength and energy for
the day's kEV. A. MORRISSEV. C. S. C. PreiUeM.
Avoid unknown brands. Send for
activities, mental and physical.
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CANALS OF THE WORLD.

MUST

"Great Canals "of the World" is the
title of a study prepared by the Treasury
Bureau of Statistics. It shows the commerce cost and dimensions of the great
canals of the world, especially those connecting great bodies of water and which
may be properly termed ship canals.
Ship canals connecting great bodies of
water and of sufficient dimensions to accommodate the great modern vessels
plying upon such waters are of comparatively recent production and few in
number. The one great example of
works of this character which has been
a sufficient length of time in existence
and operation to supply satisfactory data
as to oost of maintenance and operation
and practical value to the commerce of
the world is the Suez canal, and for this
the available statistics begin with the
year 1870, while its new and en-

GET STANDING-ROOM AT
LEAST.

A street railway company must pro-

vide its patrons with proper standingroom when its cars are so crowded that
it can not furnish them with seats; to
fail to do so Is an outrage upon the decencies of life, as well as a menace to
safety in travel. This very important
principle is laid down in a decision given
recently by the Massachusetts Railroad
Commissioners on the complaint of A.C.
Davis and others concerning service
upon the Boston and Northern street
railway between Lynn and Peabody.
Two extracts from the decision read as
follows: "It is not to be expected that
in the ordinary street-car service passengers will always be provided with seats,
but it is to be expected that if they are
asked to stand they will be provided
with proper standing-room.
The
crowding of men and women upon one
another in a street-car for transportation
like packages of merchandise is an outrage upon the decencies of life as well as
a menace to safety in travel. A company
is bound to provide for its regular
patrons a suitable number of cars run at
proper intervals, and the public are
bound to co-operate with the company
by distributing themselves upon these

. ..

larged dimensions only date from the
year 1896. For the Sault Ste. Marie
canal, connecting Lake Superior with
Lake Huron, statistics date from 1855,
though for the canal in its presentform,
they cover but about four years. Statistics of the Welland canal date from
1867, but for the canal in its present enlarged form cover only two years of
operation. The other great ship canals
of overcrowding the first
of the world are of much more recent cars instead
construction, and data regarding their car that arrives for the sake of gaining
operation therefore cover a compara- a minute or two in time."
tively brief term, and in some cases are
scarcely at present available in detail.
The artificial waterways, which may
properly be termed ship canals, are nine
in number, viz.:?
"Don't worry about him, dear. All
1. The Suez canal, begun in 1859 and
the world loves a lover."
completed in 1869.
Yes; but papa's so awfully un2. The Cronstadt and St. Petersburg
canal, begun in 1877 and completed in worldly."
1890.
"Ethel has improved wonderfully in
8. The Corinth canal, begun in 1884 her music, I believe?"
and completed in 1893.
"Yes; both the fiats adjoining hers
4. The Manchester ship canal, com- are now rented."
pleted in 1894.
"How is your Don't Worry Club get5. The Kaiser Wilhelm canal, connecting the Baltic and North seas, comting along, Miss Smifkins?"
"Not so well. Each member is worrypleted in 1895.
6. The Elbe and Trave canal, con- ing herself thin for fear she won't get
necting the North Sea and Baltic, opened an office in the coming election."
in 1900.
"Oh, doctor," said Mrs. Bilker, stop7. The Welland canal, connecting
the physician on the street. "I'm
ping
Lake Erie with Lake Ontario.
exhausted?can scarcely
completely
United
canals,
9.
The
two
8 and
I
States and Canadian, respectively, con- walk. What should take?"
"Urn?well, you might take a hack."
necting Lake Superior with Lake

aSensdNonsense.

"

Huron.

THE

ELECTRO-MAGNET AS
LABOR-SAVING DEVICE.

A

One of the greatest spheres of usefulness of the electric lifting magnet, now
in use in steel works in Cleveland and
Chicago, according to the Electrical Re-

view, is its application to moving and
handling bulky material of such size
and shape as to render difficult its
transportation by any other method.
Thus in rolling mills a combination of
magnets will easily handlea steel plate
forty-two feet long, eight feet wide, and
half an inch thick, and will do it at a
time when the plate is so hot that it
could be handled only with difficulty
and danger were it necessary for workmen to adjust chains with which to lift

it. Each electric magnet displaces a
gang of from six to twelve laborers, inasmuch as one operative can manipulate
a magnet, or two or three if they are employed in the same operation. The mode

one.
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live minutes about the schedule for fear
her train will get away?
Second Gateman.?She's headin' a
bunch o' delegates goin' down t' a
meetin' o' th' American League o' Don't
Worry Clubs.

about nature, young man. When you
make a cow that gets up from the ground
by putting her fore feet first, you do
something that nature never did."

It was down South that a woman going one morning to call upon a friend
was met at the door by the small boy of
the family, who opened it for her
politely.
"Good-morning, honey," she said;
"is your mamma engaged?"
That was a poser, and the child
thought for a moment, forgetting to inTourist (after unusually long stop- vite the guest to enter.
"I fink," he said, finally, having seripage at small border station).?l say,
guard, why aren't we going on? Any- ously considered the matter. "I fink
thing wrong?
she's married."
Guard (who is peacefully taking his
lunch).?There naething wrong, sir, but
I canna whustle the noo; ma mouth's
The Tonic
fu' o' biscuits!
Par Excellence.

"Don't you find that it hurts your
lawn to let your children play on it?"
asked a friend of a suburban the other
day.
"Yes," answered the gentleman addressed, "but it doesn't hurt the chil-

The mother asked little Dot to go
into the next room and see if the clock
was running, for she had not heard it
strike all the afternoon. Dot came running back, put her curly head into the
door,andexclaimed: "Why, no, mamma,
dc clockain'ta-runnin'. It is dcs stannin'
still and a-wagging its tail."

\\\
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(A Wine Cordial.)
The best specificremedy for

\ Malarial

II

and Typhoid/

Jr

Fevers,
\\
say," said Willies mother, as
<tc. /
Colds, Influenza,
\
E. Focoeka Co., »#>
they were watching the "Armless WonWilliam St.,N.Y.^^^
der" wind his watch, write his name,
She.?How's the motor-car getting on,
and do otherremarkable things with his
Charles?
he can play the piano; but I
JOHN B. GRAHAM,
He.?Well, fact is, I've seen very lit- toes, "that
see
how."
tle of it. You see, I've only had it three don't
GENERAL
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
"That's easy, mamma," replied Wilmonths, and when it isn't in the hospital,
34 Oliver St., Boston, Mass.
ear."
by
"He
can
play
lie.
Telephone 4778-2 Main.
I am I
Steeples Painte<l and Repaired. Crosses
Gi'd.-d. steeple Work in all its
Little Geokoe is an embryonic philA young medical student at Bowdoin and Vanessolicited,
steeple work done withosopher. He said the other day at table, College once asked the late Professor brancheouttneexpe is» of bull ling staging Brick
Chimneys Kepnlreil
and
stono
Work
Pointed.
I
sit
in
feet
my
my
chair
"Now, when
Parker Cleaveland if there were not some
Estiir ates Furnished anywhere in the New
won't touch the floor; but when I walk more recent works on anatomy than England ;tatee.
around they touch the floor just as well those in the college library. "Young
as anybody's."
man," said the Professor, measuring the
entire mental calibre of the youthful
"Don't you wish you had an auto- scholar at one glance, "there have been
mobile?" said Miss Miami Brown.
very few new bones added to the human
"Oh, I dunno," answered Erastus body during the last ten years."
Pinkly. "A mule doesn't cost near so
much money an' it's purty near as danThe Bride (weeping). ?Oh, J-Jack,
we've?we've got to, j-just got to, give
gerous."
i
up-p b-boarding, and g-go to h-house"And now," asked the teacher, at the
k-keeping-g.
end of a long description of the brain,
Hubby.?Why, lovey, what's the mat"where is the seat of memory? Can any ter?
Fast Twin-Screw Passenger Service
of you tell me?"
The Bride. ?Mrs. Worrits has been
"Yessum," replied Johnny Bright- telling me all the afternoon about the
to LIVERPOOL
BOSTON
eyes; "in the little finger, where you tic troubleshe has with cooks, and I didn't
(VIA QUEENBTOWN.)
a string around it to make you recollect1" have anything to tell her.
Bailing from Pier r.Hoosac Tunnel Docks,

of operation is simple. The magnets are
lowered until contact is made with the
Miss Gush.?What do you suppose
plate or other piece of material to be
handled, and after the current is turned the result would be if we could hear
on the load is hoisted and moved by what our friends say about us in our
means of the crane or conveyors to any absence?
Miss Candor.?I think we'd have a
part of the shop or yard.
One of the most interesting qualities trifle more modesty and considerably
of the electro-magnet is found in its fewer friends.
capability, under regulation of the
FrasT Gateman.?Who is that woman
strength of the magnet, to pick up sevwho has asked twenty times in the last
only

eral objects or
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Charlestown, on WEDNESDAYS.
Saloon, $50 upwards. Third class at

low
A well known artist overheard a
countryman and his wife ridiculing his
picture, which represented a farm scene.
Oibraltar, Algiers, Oenoa. Naples.
He was so indignant that he at last interposed with the remark: "That painting Saloon rates, |60 upward; 2d Saloon, »50.
is valued at £100.
Allow me to ask if
sailing list and full particulars of
you are familiar with works of art?"
BICHIBDS, MILLB
CO.. Man'K A«t.
"Not very familiar with art," replied
77-81 Btate St., Boston.
Please mention Review.
the farmer, "but I know something
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